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IF BUSINESS IS DULL SMILE AND THE
START AN ADVERTIS-
ING EESEEYE ADVOCATE WORLD SMILES WITH YOUCAMPAIGN NO NEED OF WEEPING
VOLUME II. TWO DOLLARS A YEAR RESERVE, CATRON COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY MARCH 31, 1923 NUMBER 60
JOINT STOCK
LAND BANKS
AFFECTING APPLICATIONS FOR
LICENSES AND PLACE WHERE
LICENSES MUST BE
PURCHASED
Each person, before receiving any
fish or game license, shall make ap-
plication therefore on a blank so pro-
vided. Among other matters which
may be shown by said application,
shall be a statement showing the ex-
act residence of applicants. The Ap
No Human Being
Saw the Savior
Leave the Tomb
It Is strange to consider the fact
that the most extraordinary event In
the world's history was witnessed by
no human being.
Jesus rose from the dead, but no-
body beheld His resurrection.
Tbe soldiers placed aa guards at the
sepulcher were first to discover that
the body was gone. They saw the
stone (which sealed the entrance)
rolled away, and aoon afterward, s
in. they found the tomb empty.
THE LIVESTOCK SITUATION
The present low prices belny paid
for cattle cannot be attributed to any
one cause. A number of theories haVe
been presented, none of which seem to
answer the question fully. Numerous
factors are involved.
To understeand this question we
must go back to a period following the
signing of the Armistice. Livestock
committees returning from European
countries said there was a dearth of
food animals. These reports stimulat-
ed the purchasing of livestock for
breeding purposes to supply the short-
age.
The banks loaned freely on this pro-
position and thought It waa sound
-- Sj
rTj
The Federal Farm Loan Act, passed
by Congress several years ago, created
two kinds of banks for the purpose of
extending long time loans at reason-
able rates of interest to farmers and
land-owne- throughout the United
States, It also created a Federal Farm
Loan Bureau, with headquarters at
Washington D. C, to control and
manage the operation of these banks,
The two kinds of banks created by
this act are, first, the Federal Farm
Loan Banks, and second, the Joint
Stock Land Banks. The act provided
that the United States should be dl
vlded into twelve districts, and a Fe-
deral Farm Loan Bank established in
each of these districts. It did not
create districts for the Joint Stock
Land Banks, but prescribed that
Joint Stock Land Bank located In any
state must designate one adjoining
state in which it would operate an
well as in the state where located.
Loans made by the Federal Farm
Loan Bank are surrounded by a num
ber of restrictions which do not apply
to the Joint Stock Land Bank, and
Which prevent its being of general
service to many parts of New Mexico.
For instance, they require an associa-
tion of not less than nine farmers,
each of whom Is a guarantor on the
notes of the others; ten thousand
dollars is the maxium loan made to
one individual; they require the bor-
rower to live on, and operate his own
farm; lands actually in cultivation,
which have produced crops for three
years, are required as security. Hes
trictions of the Joint Stock Land Bank
are not so rigid, making the opera
tion of this bank more applicable to
the requirements of this part of the
country.
Every state in the Union, excepting
New Mexico, has a Joint Stock Land
Bank, organized to operate in the fol
lowing manner:
First, each bank must have at least
$250,000.00 paid in capital, and i'l',
000. 00 paid in surplus. Of this, $12i.,
000.00 must be subscribed and certifi
cate of deposit in the hands of the or
ganization committee at tne time of
applying for a charter. The other half
of the capital stock, and the surplus
must be in the form of a certificate of
deposit when the first loans ara made.
Tho stockholders of the bank elect a
Board of Directors to manage the
bank, and the Board of Directors elects
its own officers, just as anv otier
',.mli(nc'rl'itftlUiun.
The Joint Stock Land Bank is auth
orized to make loans totaling firteai
times the amount of its capital stock,
as well as loaning the stock itself, or
in all, sixteen times the capital stock.
The Treasurer of the United Slates
government issues bonds amounting
to fifteen times the capital stock of the
bank. These bonds, which are tax-fre- e
are sold by regular bond houses to the
public, and usually command a pre
mium. The proceeds from the sale of
these bonds, furnish the money, out-
side of its own capital stock, which the
Joint Stock Land bank loans to its
customers. Each loan is made on itb
own merits, independent of others, and
the borrower Is not required to livi
on the land. The bank may loan up
to $50,000.00 to a single borrower; it
may loan money to an Individual
partnership, company or corporation,
it may take as security, pratically any
kind of real estate or land, whether
agricultural, farming or grazing.
Notes and mortgages given by the
borrower, run for a period of thirty
three years, with Interest payable
y. The bank is allowed
1 per cent for handling the loan, so
that at the present bond market, the
borrower pays six percent Interest and
one per cent additional for amorti-
zation of the loan, or seven per-
cent per annum, For example, on a
$1,000.00 loan the borrower pays $70.-0- 0
a year, or $35.00 each six months,
for thirty-thre- e years, when both the
principal and Interest will have been
paid off. This form of mortgage is
what is known as the "mortgage that
never comes due."
During the first five years of the
loan, the borrower may pay the bal-
ance due, In full, by paying one half or
one percent additional. After the loan
has run five years, he may pay on
the entire balance, at any interest
period date, without additional charge.
When the Joint Stock Land Bank
receives an application for a loan, it
sends an appraiser, who has been
nominated by the Board of Directors
of the bank and appointed by the Fe-
deral Farm Loan Board In Washing-
ton, to appraise the land. This ap-
praiser will be a man who Is familiar
with values of the class of land offered
as security. He will arrive at the value
by taking into consideration, not only
the intrinsic value of the land Itself, but
such value as It may have by reason
of being a key to a large area through
Its monopoly of water, or by Its loca-
tion controlling grazing rights on ad-
joining leased or other lands. He will
also appraise the improvements on the
land. The bank will then make a loan
amounting to fifty per cent of the ap-
praised value of the land, plus twenty
per cent of the appraised value of the
Improvements thereon. Money secur--- 1
through loan, may be used to pay
off any existing indebtedness Incurred
for whatsoever purpose. It may be
used to Improve the land, buy live-
stock, or in any way to promote the
business of the borrower.
At the last annual meeting of the
New Mexico Bankers Association, a
committee was appointed to Investi-
gate the question of organizing a Joint
Stock Land Bank for New Mexico. At
the request of this committee, Mr. R. E.
Farley has visited most of the towns
In New Mexico, and held meetings
the Aragon hotel since her arrival Ina business visitor here the past week.
plication shall be signed by applicant
and by one other resident of the local
ity where such application is filed. By
the signature of such other resident,
the latter shall corroborate the state
ment if applicant as to his residence,
Except as to all ap
plications for licenses shall be filed
with, and Issued by, the County Clerk
Game Warden or Deputy Game Ward
en nearest the residence of applicant.
All game and fish licenses and the ap
plication therefore shall contain the
place of residence of the person to
whom any license may be issued.
AFFECTING FISHING PERMITS,
LICENSES AND CHANGES
IN OPEN SEASONS
License to fish in lakes and reser
voirs, not less than ten square miles
in extent, between April 1st and Nov
ember 80th each year, may be issued
to ts for a fee of $1.25 for
30 days. ts holding a re
gular fishing license, or a general li-
cense, are not required to buy this
thirty day permit.
The fishing season (that is, open
season to fish In lakes and streams of
less than ten square miles In extent)
has been changed from June 1st to
November 25th to May 30th to Novem
ber 26th.
The Migratory Bird Open Season Is
from October 1st to January 15th,
which complies with Federal Regula
tions.
LUNA
Hpnrv Jones of Blue Arizona, is
spending the week here selling Ford
Extra's.
Mr." Hill, the forage man from Re
serve passed through here this week
taking Mrs. Gaunt to the Rail Koaa,
she is on her way to Los Angeles to
meet her husband.
Byron J. Adair has rented the
Thompson place of Mrs. C. B. Martin
and Is movong his family there.
George Reynolds has decided since
having part of his seed grain stolen,
that its cheaper to keep his grainery
locked.
Miss Llghtfoot has been busy this
week preparing for and giving the
eighth grade examinations.
Chas. N. Adair Jr. went to Eagar
Saturday for his wife an dlittle girl,
who has been there under the doctor's
caer for the past six weeks.
Jas. M. Swapp, George Reynolds,
Loman Swapp and Frank Laney, all
made a business trip to Reserve this
week.
L. M. Slfford and Orvll West wre
visitors from Spur Lake this weak.
Vaim Snyder has returned from Blue
Arizona, where he has been looking
after his cattle the past few weeks.
Messers. Evans and Pennington of
Spur Lake, also Miss Ruby Service of
Gruntersburg spent the week-en- d here
with some of their friends.
Tom VanCleave Jusf returned from
a business trip to Albuquerque.
with the bankers, business men and
land owners of these communities. An
of the bankers and business men con
sulted have approved organizing in
New Mexico, and believe Buch a bank
would afford proper facilities for land
owners to secure long time loans at
low rates of interest, and that millions
of dollars of outside capital can In this
way be brought Into New Mexico, to
tho great benefit of the state as a;
whole, and afford relief to local banks,
and security to land owners. It would
supplant the danger resulting from
ninety-da- y and six months loans at
high rates of interest, which in many
cases have been disastrous to both
banks and borrowers. It will also
stabalize real estate values.
The banks and business men visited
by Mr. Farley have signified their de-
sire to subscribe for stock In the bank,
to such an extent that the amount
required to organize has practically
been pledged. While the minimum
amount required by law is $250,000.00,
he bank may start with more, or can
ncrease Its capital stock from time to
time, thereby increasing the amount of
available funds which can be brought
into the state. It will be the policy
of the bank, to loan In each community
fifteen or sixteen times the amount
of stock subscribed In that community.
Joint Stock Loan Banks operating In
the United States are paying six to
twenty percent dividend per annum,
to stockholders, so that money used
to buy stock in one of these banks,
not only promotes the general welfare
of the state, but In Itself is a profi-
table Investment.' One of the restric-
tions of the government Is that none
of the money subscribed for stock may
be used for promotion purposes, but
every dollar must be put Into the
stock of the bank,
Mary Magdalen waa flrit to arrive
at tbe tomb the next morning, which
wai Sunday. Finding It empty, save
for tha white linen cloths In which the
body had been wrapped, she hastened
In great distress to Peter and John,
her supposition being that It had been
stolen.
Peter and John could hardly believe
what she told them, but, going to the
sepulcher thereupon, they verified her
statement.
John had been as eyewitness of the
crucifixion. He knew that Jesus was
dead, and to hla mind that tremendous
fact was final. To all the follow.
era of the Master His death was a
shock peculiarly dreadful because
they had taken It for granted that He
could never die. After His execution
they had no notion that He would
return to them, and, as will presently
be shown, even the apostles were at
first wholly Incredulous of Hlg resur
rection.
John tells how he saw the soldiers
break the bones of the two thieves,
as they hung on their crosses, to
hasten their death; and, further,
that they did not do this to Chrlat
because He was dead already a fart
which was made sure by a spear which
one of the soldiers thrust Into Jesus'
side.
Tomb Guarded by Soldiers.
Jesus had preached doctrines which
tbe authorities In Jerusalem regarded
as dangerously socialistic. In addi-
tion, Hli teachings had given offense
to the Jewish priesthood, which stirred
up popular feeling against Him. Ar-
rested on trumped-u- p charges, He .was
condemned to death td satisfy'' the
mob and appease the rancor of Hli
high-plare- enemies.
Pilate, though he weakly yielded to
the demand for Jesus' condemnation,
hud himself no sympathy with the pro-
ceedings. It was therefore with en
tire willingness that he granted to
Joseph of Arlmathea permission to
take down the body and see to Its In-
terment.
Joseph of Arlmathea was a rich
man. He had, a short time previous-
ly, ordered the construction of a burial
vault, cut out of solid rock presum-
ably for the use of his own family.
Hither the body, wrapped In whlta
linen, was taken and laid out to await
embalming.
Thereupon It was that certain Jews
went to Pilate and said to him : "Sir,
we remember that the Deceiver said,
while He was yet alive: 'After Jbre
days I will rise again.' Command,
therefore, that His sepulcher be made
sure, lest His disciples come by night
and steal Him away, and say unto tbe
people, 'He Is risen from the dead.' "
Pllute granted the request, and sent
a squad of soldiers to guard the tomb,
against the opening of which they
rolled a large bowlder, to close It.
But In the night an earthquake came)
the bowlder was rolled away, and,
when the soldiers entered tbe sepul-
cher, a little later, the body had dis-
appeared.
An Angel Appears,
We read: "One of the loldiers
came and said, 'Know that Jesua Is
risen I' The Jewa said, 'HowJ And
be replied, 'First there was an earth-
quake; then an angel of the Lord,
bearing lightning, came dovn from
Heaven and rolled away the stone,
And the angel answered aadl
aid ante the woman, Fear aot
yi for I knew that y leakJaaut that was crucified. He la
not here, for He Is risen as Ha
aid, Matt. 28) 5--
and sat upon It. And, through fear,
all of us soldiers became as dead men,
and could neither flee nor speak.' "
The soldiers, worried lest the dis-
appearance of the body bring punish-
ment upon them, sought advice from
the high priests, who gave them
money, laying, "Say you His disciples
came at night and stole Him away
while we were asleep." The priests
promised to square the matter with
Pilate, and so the affair waa adjusted.
"He la Risen."
The same morning (Sunday), after
Mary Magdalen, Peter and John had
visited the tomb and gone away again,
women came to embalm the body In
accordance with the Jewish custom,
bringing myrrh and aloes for the pur
pose. On entering the sepulcher they
saw (according to St. Mark), an angel
"a young man sitting on the right
side, clothed In a long white garment."
They were frightened. But the angel
said: "Be not affrighted. Ye seek
business principles. Unfortunately, no
survey was made of accumulating
stocks in Argentine, Brazil and Aus-
tralia. These countries were waiting
for the opening of the seas of com-
merce, and were ready to furnish live-
stock and its products at a much low-
er rate than we could, As a result,
competition was out of the question.
Too late stockmen realized their mis-
take. They were caught with an
overload of high priced cattle with no
market for It. Europe was bankrupt
and unable to purchase.
If the Btock Industry of New Mexico
is to be maintained at a high standard,
a thoro revision of business methods
is necessary. The breeds must be
improved by better sires, annual cul-
ling must be practiced, and provisions
made for feed during the winter and
periods of drought.
Bankers have given warning that
unless stockmen adopt definite plans
to provide winter feed for their stock,
further loans would not be made.
Some of the larger banking interests
have men to confer with stockmen on
range problems and management, In
order to prevent over crowding.
E. P, Johnson, Extension Veterina
rian, New Mexico Agricultural College.
.''.ft!I
Story of the Caster Bunny.
The atory of the- - Easter bqnny, Is
told tr Ohriitoph s von Schanld in
Schuffler's book on Easter. A Oar--
man lady living among the poor In a
small mountain village, where) eggs
were unknown, wished to Introduce
these delicacies to the peasants. She
had a coop of fowls brought into the
village and taught the people to use
the eggs. When Easter approached
she decided that eggs were an appro-
priate gift, as a sign of the reviving
spring. She boiled them with mosses
and roots, to give them a variety of
brilliant colors, "as the earth has Just
laid aside her white mantle and dec-
orated herself with many colors." On
the Easter Sunday she had the little
children make each for himself a lit-
tle nest of moss and hide It in the
neighboring wood. Afterward, when
they went to the wood, they found
each nest filled with colored eggs.
The children's efforts to account for
the presence of the eggs resulted In
the belief that the hares had laid
them.
. MVufl
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(led. He fi risen"; He Is noT fiere?'
The Immediate followers of Jeans
were not only overwhelmed with dis-
tress by Hla death, but felt a very
natural alarm for their own safety.
They could not fall to perceive that
they were In great danger. At any
moment they might be arrested aa
criminals, and meet the same hideous
fate as that which had overtaken their
Master.
Their best chance was to scatter
and hide, and te remain bidden until
Magdalena, Is convalescing.
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Romero, of Re
serve passed through town enroute to
Hot Springs to visit their daughter,
Mrs. Chavez. They will go to El Paso
where Mrs. Romero will receive medi
cal attention before returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Harrison left
today after spending several days In
the Red Lake District. Mr. Harrison
Is head geologist and engineer for the
Texas Oil Company,
Mr. Woodruff, chief geolofflst for
the Producers and Refining Corp, of
Tulsa, Oklahoma, spent four days In
the Red Lake District the past week.
Phil Luna and Jerry Gonzales loft
Monday for El Paso, Texas, and expect
to go on to California soon.
Glle Luna, of Los Lunas, N. M. was
In town yesterday and today.
A large number of guests were en-
tertained last Friday night at the J.
S. Mactavish home, In honor of
AUnter's birthday.
Those present enjoyed a delightful
ev?nIng'of muBlc and dancing. De-
licious refreshments of ice cream,
cake and coffee were served.
At a late hour the guests departed,
wishing Alister many more birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Gatlln and
daughter, of Albuquerque are here this
week visiting Mrs. GatHn's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Parsons.
Our little city Is having a spring
housecleaning In as much as the
streets have been cleaned. It is In-
deed a great Improvement.
Chavez Harris, of Quemado, was
here attending to business on Monday.
L. F. Eby, of Greens Gap, was a
business visitor here the past week.
Dave Farr, of Catron County, and
H. E. Stanley, who are repairing the
wells on the Farr ranch, were in town
for supplies Wednesday.
T. W. Medley has spent several days
the past week at his ranch, vaccinat-
ing cattle.
Information has been received by
the Local ForeHt Supervisor's office
of the Secretary's approval of the
postponement of the grazing fees for
the season of 1923 until December 1,
1923. This Is a special concession for
MAGDALENA
The city officials have had a force
at work the past week cleaning the
streets and hauling the rocks and
trash away, which has made a wonder
ful Improvement in the appearance of
the town. The Marshal, Nep Torres
was In charge of the cleaning force,
C. G. Staley, geologist, who visited
Magdalena a few weeks ago returned
today from Imperial Valley. Mr. Sta-
ley expects to spend about ten days
In and around Magdalena.
The W. C. T. U. met In regular ses
sion at the home of Mrs. Frank Kno- -
block Sr. on Wednesday afternoon
March 28 with a good attendance. The
usual business was disposed of includ
ing the payment of $20. on the tuition
of Ovle Kitchens, to the Frances B.
Wlllard School.
The meeting adjourned to meet at
the Roosevelt Building on April 18,
when the annual election will be held,
Ian D. Mactavish Is here for a few
days visit with homefolks. He will re
turn to Santa Fe Monday, to finish his
term on the Federal Petit Jury.
Wm. Jones, of Reserve, came to
Magdalena Wednesday. Mrs. Jones
and daughter, Laura, and son Sidney
accompanied him home Thursday.
Miss Laura has recovered the use of a
paralyzed arm, for which she has been
receiving treatment the past two
weeks.
H. L. Beagle made a trip to Red
Lake Thursday.
Mrs. Bowlln and two children are
here from California visiting Mrs.
Bowlln's sister, Mrs. C. C. Dodson.
They will leave soon for their new
home at Wellington, Kansas, where
Mr. Bowlln has been transferred.
Theodore Innes, of Raton, N. M.,
spent Sunday here the guest of his
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Funke. He was enroute to his home
after attending a convention held In El
Paso.
Attorney Perry Madden will leave
for Oklahoma City on a business, on
Friday.
Thomas K. Lisle was here from
Quemado this week.
L. B. Moore, from Greens Gap, was
The young daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
. E. Sullivan has been on the sick list.
George Miller of Socorro, was a
Magdalena visitor Sunday,
E. E, Engle, of Quemado, spent Sun-
day here visiting his family.
Forest Examiner Wilson returned
Saturday from a ten day's lnspectoln
trip on the Red Rock District.
Supervisor Douglas and Ranger J
B. Crain of the Elk Mountain District
returned Tuesday from a five days
trip to El Paso and the surrounding
country.
Contractor, F. D. Shelton returned
from Hot Springs Friday night, where
he bid for the contract for the new
school building which will be erected
there soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm Leggett left Tues-
day to spend the week In the Falrvlew
country to Investigate cattle condi-
tions,
Supervisor J. H. Slzer of the Apache
National Forest, arrived from Springer
vllle, Arizona, Saturday. He was ac
companied by Mrs. Slzer, who had
dental work done while here. They
returned to Sprlngervllle Sunday.
Mrss Grant, Mrs. Chas. Herd's aunt,
has been HI but Is now convalescent.
She expects to leave Magdalena soon
for her home In Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. I. T. Cloud were In
from their ranch on Tuesday evening
and were Radio guests of Dr. and Mrs.
R, A. Thomas,
Ranger Frank Hller, accompanied by
his family and mother reached Mag
dalena on the 28th. He has received
an appointment on the Datll National
Forest,
Word has been received from Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Bass, by friends, that
they expect to return to Magdalena
April first,
Mrs. Chas. McCarty of Reserve, who
has been spending the past two weeks
here visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. D
Fraser, left Wednesday for her ohme.
Ranger Garvin Smith arrived in
Magdalena, Monday, from the Lin
coln Natonal Forest and has accepted
position on the Datil Forest. Mrs.
Smith and son accompanied htm.
Mrs. J. W. Post, who has been 111 at the State of New Mexico. Jfi&llS. JiL WnTnroll) which w ",lcj
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After Every Meal
UESMYS
Chew your food
well, then use
WRIGLEY'S to
aid digestion.
It also keeps
the teeth clean,
breath sweet,
appetite keen.
Thm Great American
Suntmat
Hair Gray-- 3
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
restore! the original color. Write for fre.trial bottle test It on one lock of hair,fitate color of your hair. Address Mary T.
Goldman. 11(3 Goldman Buliainf, St. Paul,Ulna.
Federal Reserve Banks.
The 12 federul reserve bunks are
located In these cities: Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Rich-
mond, Atlunta, Chicago, St. Louis,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dullus aud
San Francisco.
SWAMP-ROO- T FOR
KIDNEY AILMENTS
There is only one medicine that really
stands out as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
I)r. Kilmer Swamp-Roo- t stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon thousands of distressing cases.
Swamp-Roo- t makes friends quickly be-
cause its mild and immediate effect is
soon realized in most cases. It is a gen-
tle, healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium
and large.
However, if you wiBh first to test thi
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
Many British Choke to Death.
Leading statist iclnns of England as-
sert that more persons annually choke
to dentil while eating In England than
are killed on the English railways.
HAIR STAYS
COMBED, GLOSSY
"Hair Groom" Keeps Hair
Combed
GROOM k Kgd
Keeps Hair (
"
Combedl.K
Millions Use It Fine for Halrl Not
Sticky, Greasy or Smelly.'
A few cents buys a jar of "Hair-Groom- "
at any drug store. Even stub-
born, unruly or shampooed hair stays
combed all day In any style you like.
"Hair-Groom- " is a dignified combing
cream which gives that natural gloss
and effect to your hair-t- hat
final touch to good dress both In
business and on social occasions.
Greaseless, stainless "Hair-Groom- "'
does not show on the hair because It
Is absorbed by the scalp, therefore
your hair remains so soft and pliable
and so natural that no one can pos-
sibly tell you used It.
What He Meant.
Ida Jack Nervy tried to bug me
last evening.
May Oh, that's what he meant
when I saw him hurrying toward your
house. He told me he had a pressing
engagement. Boston Evening Trau-scrip- t.
S. M the Tir-Itch-Jffj jP Smart or Burn, if Sore,Irritated, Inflamed or
YOUR LYLj Granulated, use Murine
Often. Soothes. Refreshes. Safe for
Infant orAdult At all Druggists. Write for
Free Eye Book. Htrtu En tolr
W. N. U, DENVER, NO. 23.
both were Intoxlcuted by success; un-
troubled by any scruples of con-
science. West felt the utter useless-nes- s
of an attempt to appeal to either,
"Where Is Natalie Coolidge?" he
asked, his own determination harden-
ing. "What do you propose doing with
her?"
Hobart's teeth exhibited themselves
in a sarcas'tic grin.
'That Is our business, but you can
bet she'll not Interfere."
'And a similar answer, I presume,
will apply also to my case?"
'It will. Don't make the mistake,
West, of bellevlnir we are d n fools.
I don't know Just why I've blowed ull
this to you, but It ain't going to help
you any, you can be sure of that. In
fact our knowing how the thing was
worked Is liable to make things a
blame sight harder In your case. We
won't do no more tulking; so go on In
through that door,"
The fellow's demeanor hnd entirely
changed ; he was no longer pretending
to geniality, and his words were al
most brutal. Apparently, all at once,
It hnd dawned shnrnlv unon him that
they had made a mistake had boasted
far too freely. Any slip now, after
what hnd been said, would wreck the
ship. West faced him watchfully, fully
aware of the desperate situation, in-
stinctively feeling that this might be
his ist chance.
"In then", you say?" Indicating the
closed door.
"Yes; move!"
He did: with one swift leap for--
wnrrl the whole Imnetus of his body
behind the blow. West drove his fist
straight Into the face confronting him.
The fellow reeled, clutched feebly at
the smooth wall for support, dropped
helplessly forward, and fell headlong,
with fnce hidden In outstretched arms.
The assailant sprang back, and turned,
In a mad determ nation to crasli nis
way out through the locked door be-
hind hut ns Riiildenlv stooped sturtled
by the vision of a leveled revolver
pointed at his head.
"Not a move." the girl said Icll7.
"Take one step, and I'll kill you."
Hobart lifted his head groggily, and
pushed himself half-wa- y up on his
knees.
"Don't shoot unless he makes you,
Del." he ordered grimly. "We don't
want that kind of row here." He
dragged himself painfully to the side
door, and pressed It open,
"Hey you 1" he cried. "Come on out
here. Now then, rough-hous- e this
guy I"
CHAPTER XVII
McAdams Blows In.
It was a real fight; they all knew
that when It was finished. But It was
three to one, with Hobart blocking the
only open door, and egging them on.
and the excited girl, backed into a cor-
ner out of the way, the revolver still
gripped In her hnrifl, ready for any
emergency. The narrowness of the
hall alone afforded West a chance, ns
the walls protected him, and compelled
direct attack from the front. Yet tills
advantage only served to delay the
ending. He recognized two of the fel-
lows "Red" Hogan and Mark while
the third man was a wiry little bar-
room scrapper, who smashed fiercely
In through his guard, and finally got a
grip on his throat which could not lie
wrenched loose. The others pounded
him unmercifully, driving his head
back against the wall. Hogan smashed
him twice, crushing through his weak
attempt at defense, and with the sec-
ond vicious drive, West went down
for the count, lying motionless on the
floor, scarcely conscious that he was
still living.
"It's a knockout all right," Hogan
declared. "That guy Is good for an
hour In dreamland. What's the dope?"
"We got to keep him here, that's
all ; and there's goln' to be no get-
away this time!"
"Do you want him croaked?"
"No, I don't not now. What the
h I'g the use? It would only make
things harder. We're ready to make
our ain't we? After tomor-
row all h can't get onto our trail.
This guy's life wouldn't help us none,
so far as I can see."
"Getting squeamish, ain't you?"
"No, I'm not. I've got as much rea-
son to hate the fellow as you have,
'lied.' He certainly swiped me one.
Before we had the swng copped, I was
willing enough to put him out of the
running. That was business. You
sure did a fine Job then, d n you ; now
I don't think It Is your time to howl.
Listen here, will you? From all I
learn, this bird amounts to something;
he ain't Just a dago to be bumped off,
and nobody enre what's become of
him. This guy has got friends. It
won't help us any to be hunted after
for murder on top of this other Job.
If we cop the kale, that's all we're
after. Is that right, Del?"
The girl seemed to come forward
and face them defiantly.
"Sure It's right I never was for the
strong-ar- stuff, Hogan. This Is my
graft, anyhow, and not one of you
stiffs gets a penny of It unless I split
with you. This fellow Isn't going to
be slugged that's flat. It Is only be-
cause he's fell In love with the Cool-
ldge girl that he Is here, and once
we've skipped out, I don't wish the
guy any bad luck,"
"You ought to have caught him
yourself, Del," some one said. "The
bird never would have known the dif-
ference."
She laughed, quickly restored to
good humor.
(TO Bfl CONTINUED.)
How Solomon Stood.
Jud Tunklns says he wonders
whether Solomon was really wise
enough to take all the advice he gave
In his own proverbs. Washlngtor
Evening Star.
those two were driving at; first I
didn't take no particular Interest In
the scheme; then I got to thinking un-
til flnully I hated that soft, downy
thing ; d n her, she'd robbed me, and
I had a right to my share even it I
had to steal it."
"What soft, downy thing?"
"Natalie Coolidge I Buh, I went out
to see her once. Jim took me and we
hid in the garden; end when I came
back I was raving mad. Lord, why
should that little Idiot have everything
while half the time I was hungry?"
"You mean you envied her?"
"Envied, h II Didn't I hava a rightl
Wasn't she my twin sister? Didn't
she have It all, und I nothing?"
He gasped for breath nt this sudden
revelation. Then he laughed, con-
vinced It could not be possible.
"Who told you that?"
"Why, don't you believe It? Has
she never suld a word about It to
you?"
"Certainly not. I am sure she pos-
sesses no knowledge of ever having
had a sister. Moreover, I do not be-
lieve It Is true. If you had proof of
such rlntlinshJp, why didn't you go
to her, and openly claim your share?"
"Go to her! me? Do you heur that
Jim? Isn't he the cute little fixer?
Why, of course, she knew It; there
was nothing doing on the divide. It's
all straight enough, only we couldn't
prove It by law ; anyhow that Is what
they told me so we got at It from
another direction."
She seemed so convinced, bo earnest
in her statement that West In per-
plexity turned to glance nt Hobart.
"Do you make this clulra also?" he
asked.
"What clnlm?"
"That this girl Is a twin sister to
Natalie Coolldge? Why, It Is prepos-
terous."
"Is 't? D a If I think so. Now
look here, West ; I don't know Just
what the Coolidge girl has been told ;
maybe she never even heard she had
a twin sister. If they ever told her
that she had, then they must have told
her also that the sister died In In-
fancy. Anyhow, that's how It stands
on the records. There were Just two
people who knew different do you get
me? One of them Is dead, but one of
them Is still alive."
"Which one Is dead?"
"I'ercival Coolldge; he knew too
much and got gay; he planned to cop
the whole boodle. The fact Is he start-
ed the whole scheme, soon as he
learned who Del was, and planned It
all out."
"But If this girl was really entitled
to a part of It, why not claim It by
law?"
"We talked about that, but the
chance didn't look good. Everything
showed the second child died ; hospital
records, doctor's certificate; there
wasn't a link In the chain we could
break."
"But who was the other witness
the living one?" '' '
"The nurse; she made the exchange
of the dead baby for the living one. It
was easily done, as the child was
really sick."
"But for what object revenge?"
"She was poor, and yielded to
temptation. Terclval Coolldge paid
her to make the exchange. I have
never been able to learn what his
original purpose was, but she thinks
he believed the stolen child was a boy,
and that later, through him, the Cool
ldge money might be controlled. How-
ever, the womnn lost her nerve, and
disappeared with the Infant. She
brought It up as her own In the West,
where she married again. I am her
second husband, and that Is how I
learned the truth."
"The woman on the yacht?"
"Yes, you saw her. The child was
brought up In our life; I figured on
this coup for years, and finally when
all was ready, we came back East
again. I had a plan, but I wasn't quite
sure It would work until I could see
the two girls together. After that It
was like taking candy from a kid.
H 1, you are the only one who has
even piped off the gnme."
West looked closely at the man, who
was thus coolly boasting of his ex
ploits, and then at the silent girl,
whose eyes sullenly gave back their
challenge. What did It all mean?
Why were they calmly telling him
these things? Was It merely the
egotism of crime, pride of achieve-
ment? or did Hobart hope In some
way to thus win his assistance, or at
least his silence?
"Why do you tell all this to me,
Hobart?" he asked shortly. "You do
not expect me to play with you In the
game, do you?"
"You!" the fellow laughed coarsely,
"We don't care what you do, you
young fool. Del Btarted thl3 talking,
and I let her go on. Then, when she
stopped, I thought you might as well
learn the rest of It The fact Is, West,
we're fixed now so whatever you know
won't hurt us any. We have as good
as got the swag; and, to make It abso-
lutely safe, we've got both you ami
the girl. I'll soy this for you, old man,
you've sure put up a gome fight. I
don't know how the h 1 you ever got
out of that yacht alive, or ever hap-
pened to drift In here. It was noth-
ing but bull luck that gave us a
glimpse of you tossing round on that
raft but after that It was dead easy.
Del here Is some actorlne."
"You say you've got the swag?"
"All but In our hands; nobody can
get It away from us. The court order
was Issued today; the entire estate
placed, In accordance with the terms
of the will, In the possession of Nata-
lie Coolidge. Once the proper receipt
Is signed, all moneys can be checked
out by her. That about settles It,
doesn't It? Tomorrow Del and I will
go down to the city, and turn the
trick, and after that there Is nothing
left but the
It was a proposition,
STOCK
PUREBREDS ARE PROFITABLE
Pennsylvania Farmer Relate Experi-
ence In Breeding Up Plney Wood
Rooter Hogs.
(Prepared br the United States Department
ct Agriculture.)
While at the International Live
Stock exposition this year, a fanner
from eastern Pennsylvania related to
a specialist of the United States De-
partment of Agriculture an Interesting
and profitable experience he had had
In breeding up common Plney Woods
Rooter hogs with purebreds.
This farmer, J. Q. Underwood of
Bloomsburg, Columbia county, Penn-
sylvania, states that he purchased two
common Plney Woods sows with eight
pigs each, and two small shotes, at a
A Purebred Duroc Jersey Boar.
total cost of $25. He bred both sows
to a grade Duroc-Jerse- y boar and sold
one of them for $12 before farrowing.
The other sow farrowed eight pigs and
raised seven of them, which the owner
either sold or butchered. He bred this
iow a second time to a purebred Duroc
hoar. The following statement In Mr.
Underwood's words shows his opinion
uf the value of good breeding :
"The pigs from the second litter fed
ut better and were heavier, were all
red and of good heavy bone, and worth
at least $5 each more than the pig'
from the first litter from the grade
boar. The breeding fee was $5 for
the purebred."
This farmer later sold three gilts
und seven small pigs, all sired by the
purebred Duroc, to a farmer at St.
Stephen, S. 0, for $150, which Is six
times as much as he paid originally
for double the number of hogs. In
other words, $25 worth of scrub hogs
bred to a purebred boar resulted In
a $150 return from merely a part of
the herd.
SELF-FEEDE- R IS IMPORTANT
Device Built by Maine Farm Bureau
Agent Led Others to Follow
Suit at Big Profit.
One built by a Maine
farm bureau agent at a demonstra-
tion, resulted In seven other farmers
In the same town building them. Be-
fore the year was over, d farm-
ers In the county were using them
and making a gain of $5 to $10 more
profit per pig. This Is the experience
of many sections.
Where the is not a suc-
cess, the trouble generally comes from
not using suitable foods. The
fault Is therefore not with the feeder,
but with the men. The Ideal practice
to follow when using Is
to place the hogs on such pasturage
as clover, oats and peas, oats and
rape, and rape alone. This pasturage
should be where the pigs can have
access to fresh water, such as a
brook, spring or the overflow from
the water system In the barn. With
these two furnished, pasturage and
water, the r will be a great
labor-save-r and highly profitable.
PROPER SELECTION OF EWES
Generally Advisable for Beginner to
Purchase Grade Animals Start
With Small Flock.
In the selection and care of the ewe
flock it is generally advisable for the
beginner to purchase good grade ewes
unless he wishes to go Into the high
class purebred trade In the very be-
ginning. Generally, It Is more satis-
factory for him to start on a small
scale and learn the business before
putting too much money Into the high-
er priced purebreds. It Is also advis-
able that he start with good ewes and
aim to some day replace them with
the better bred Individuals. It Is bet-
ter to start with a small number, say
ten or twelve ewes typical of the breed
of which they are grades, and, In buy-
ing, nothing but ewes with sound
mouths and sound udders should be se-
lected. Generally speaking, yearlings
nd are better buying
nan older ewes, although sometimes
older ewes may be procured to ad-
vantage.
Silage for Sheep.
Both ewes and lambs may be fed
silage with good results. But In feed-
ing it to the lambs, give them the
choice portion from the center, being
sure It Is fresh.
Proper Fsed for Sows.
Keep the sow growing on a ration
which Is suitable for the pregnant sow
and be careful not to get them too
fat. In feeding bear in mind that the
sows need an adequate ration to sup-
ply their own body and for the grow-
ing pigs.
COUNTRY OF GOOD HIGHWAYS
New Federal Act Will Give United
States Best Syem of Improved
Roads Tn World.
The new federal highway act will
give the United States the best high-
way system in the world. This means
greuter comforts for sightseers as they
IIH.I..I, nvo, lha pmmtrw finH It ITlRlina
direct public benefits In better trans-- '
portatlon of farm products to shipping
points. Money expended for Improved
highways Is money wisely Invested,
providing the program Is kept within
the ability of taxpayers to pay the bill
without burdening themselves unduly.
About 180,000 miles of road are In-
cluded In the system being mopped out
by federal and state engineers. The
federal highway act requires that all
federal aid be spent on a connected
system consisting of not more than 7
per cent of the road mileage In each
state, and that this whole scheme Bhall
consist of Interstate and primary roads
and lntercounty and secondary roads.
Several states have adjusted some-
what difficult problems from neighbor-
ing states. For example, the Nebras-
ka system showed a big gap In an Im-
portant highway along the northern
boundary. South Dakota has agreed
to follow with a road plan which will
fit like pictures on toy blocks. Under
the federal act, only roads certain to
be on the general system have been
approved for construction.
The days of highway building by the
farmers In their spare time Is becom-
ing a thing of the past. The Job Is
being done on a big scale now.
HIGHWAY NEEDS OF FORESTS
To Complete Necessary System 13,560
Miles of Roads Must Be
Constructed.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
A comprehensive study is now being
made of the road needs of the national
forests, according to the annual report
of the forest service, United States
Department of Agriculture. The fig-
ures available Indicate that to com-
plete the necessary system of forest
development roads and trails. 13.ffl0
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Forest Road In Oregon.
miles of roads and 87,114 miles of trails
must be constructed at an estimated
expenditure of $64,693,000. For the
system of forest highways of primary
Importance to the states, counties and
communities the rough survey Indi-
cates that $107,658,000 must be ex-
pended for construction or Improve-
ment. If the present current appro-
priations are continued. It appears pos-
sible to complete the development of
an adequate road system within the
national forests covering all require-
ments In from 20 to 26 years.
REPUBLIC'S FUTURE IN ROADS
Together With Railroads and Water
Route Highways Are of Tre-
mendous Importance.
Development of the Far Eastern
through more highways Is pre-
dicted In the booklet "Trade and In-
dustries," published by the special del-
egation of that country to the United
States of America. "Together with the
railroads and water routes," says the
report, "highways are of tremendous
Importance. The purpose of highways,
among others, Is on the one hand to
carry through the territory of the coun-
try commodities for export, and to di-
rect these commodities Into the prin-
cipal routes, and on the other hand,
to distribute among the population the
Imported goods received from the
principal routes. By these highways
It will be possible to reach the known
vast mineral deposits. In the near fu-
ture It will be possible to organize,
either through the government or by
private means, automobile and tractor
transportation of freight on the same
commercial basis existing at the pres-
ent time on the railroads and water
routes."
Common Sense With Roads.
Common sense knows It Is better to
nut a good, but inexpensive covering
It than to layon a road and maintain
the best, but most expensive surface
and allow It to deteriorate through
lack of maintenance.
Surfacing 8aves Fuel.
Coming off dirt roads onto gravel
you unconsciously loosen up on the
throttle, the car goes faster, less gaso-
line Is consumed, and there Is less
wear and tear on the car, with greater
eomfort to the users.
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again, but how had the trick been ac-
complished? Whut devilish freak of
luck had thus thrown them once more
Into the merciless hands of this ruf-
fian? He even ventured to turn his
head, and glnnce nt the girl. She
stood leaning back against the closed
door as though on guard, her uncov-
ered hair milled, scornful, defiant
look In her eyes, the smile on her lips
revealing the gleam of white teeth. In
spite of a wonderful resemblnnce, a
mysterious counterfeit In both fea-
tures and expression, West knew now
this was not Natnlle Coolldge. He had
permitted himself to be tricked agnln
by the Jade; the smart of the wound
angered him beyond control.
"You are not Miss Coolidge," he In-
sisted hotly. "Then who are you?"
She laughed, evidently enjoying the
scene.
"Oh, so even Captain West has at
Inst penetrated the disguise. No, I
am not the ludy you mention. If you
must know."
"Then who are you?"
She glanced toward Hobart, ns
though questioning, and the man an-
swered the look gruffly.
"Tell him if you want to, Del," he
said, with an oath. "It will never do
the guy any good. He's plnyed his
lust hand In this game; he'll never get
away from me again. Spit It out."
"All right," with a mocking curtsey.
"I've got an Idea I'd like to tell him;
It Is too good a Joke to keep, and this
fellow has certulnly been an ensy
mark. Lord, hut I could have had you
making love to me, If I'd only have
said the word out there on the hills
In the dark, hey! You sure are plumb
nutty ufter this Nutulle Coolidge.
You Are Not Miss Coolidge."
That's the straight goods, isn't it Mis-
ter Captain West?"
"I care very much for Miss Coolidge,
If that Is what you mean."
"Sure you do; and you've put up a
game fight for her too, my boy. I'd
like It In you if I wasn't on the other
side. But you see we can't be easy on
you Just because of that. Sentiment
and romance Is one thing, while busi-
ness Is another. You and I don't be-
long In the same worlds see? You
can't rightly blame me because I was
born different can you?"
"Perhaps not ; what would you make
me believe?"
"I thought I'd put it that way so
you'd understand, that's all. There's
a difference In people, ain't there. I'm
Just as good looking as this Natalie
Coolidge, ain't I? Cure I am; you
can't even tell us apart when we are
dressed up alike. I could come In here,
and have you make love to me Inside
of twenty minutes. But we ain't a
bit alike, for all that. She's a lady,
and I'm a crook that's the difference.
She's been brought up with all the
money she wants, while I've had to
hustle for every penny since I was a
kid. I was brought up a thief, and I
don't know anything else. I never did
care much, but In this Coolidge mnt-te-
I've got Just as much right to all
that kale as she has so naturally I'm
going after it."
"As much right, you say? Why,
who are you?"
She stood up straight, and looked at
him, her eyes burning.
"Me!" scornfully, "why I am Delia
Hobart "Diamond Del,' they call me."
"Yes, but that is not what you
mean; that gives you no such right as
you claim. You are Hobart's daugh-
ter, thenr
"I didn't say so. Mister Captain
West. I told you my moniker, that's
all. Jim here brought me up, but he
ain't no father to me, and his wife
ain't my mother. It took me a while
'.o find that out, bat I got the thing
CHAPTER XVI. Continued.
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"There Is a house of Borne kind over
fonder In a hollow Just beyond the
ridge. We will have to stumble along
through the dark. Do you think you
tan make Itr
"Of course, I can," and she placed
ner hand confidingly In his. "I am all
right now ; really I am ; I guess all I
Deeded was to got my breath."
He grasped her arm, helping her to
clamber up the steep bank, suddenly
Mcomlng aware that the sleeve felt
4ry.
"Why, Natalie, your clothes seem to
have all dried off already; mine are
soaked through," he exclaimed In sur-
prise.
She latigned, a faint tinge of mock-
ery In the efund.
"No mystery whatever. This light
ituff dries quIrMy, exposed to the air.
Did you think you had hold of the
wrong girl?"
The tone of her voice stung slightly,
causing hlin to make a sober answer.
"That would, of course, be Improb-
able, but I have been so completely
deceived, even by daylight, that I dare
not affirm that It would prove Impos-
sible. Your counterfeit Is certainly a
wizard."
"She must be But as she Is miles
way from here, you might let the
suspicion rest. Is this where we go
down?"
She led the way, the action awaken-
ing no question In his mind. If he
thought at all about her thus assum-
ing the Initiative, the suspicion was
dismissed with the Idea that probably
her eyes were more keen to discover
the best path. In this she was cer-
tainly successful, and he contented
himself by following her closely, but
vaguely he fHt that In some almost
Imperceptible manner she had changed
her mood, lie could not base his
thoughts on a single word, or action,
yet lip felt the difference this was
not the Mitalie of the raft. She was
too Irritable; too sharp of speech. But
then, no doubt, she was tired, worn
out, her nerves broken. So he drove
the thought from him, clinging close
to her arm, and vaguely wondering
how she was able to trace the path so
easily. By this time even West could
recognize that they were proceeding
along a well-use- d path, and he was
not surprised when she announced the
presence of the house before them,
pointing out the dim shadow through
the gloom.
"That Is no hut," he exclaimed In
surprise. "It looks more like a mun-slon-
"And why notr pleasantly enough.
"I have always heard these bluffs
were filled with summer homes. Un-
fortunately this one appears to be de-
serted."
"But there must be sotpe one about
here." West Insisted. "For this was
the house I saw from the ridge, and
there was a light Surnlng then In one
f the windows, And there was a wisp
of smoke rising from a chimney."
She stepped boldly forward, and
placed her hand on the knob of the
door.
"Why," she whispered, excitedly. "It
Is unlocked ; Bee, I can open It Per-
haps something Is wiong here. What
shall we do?"
"Knock first ; then If there Is no re-
sponse, we can feel our wy about In-
side. My matches are all wet."
Shs rspped sha-p- ly on the wood;
watted for some reply, and then called
out Not word reached them from
within. W"st, his teeth clinched,
stepped In through the open door, de-
termine V learn the secret of that
mysterlros Interior. With hands
he felt his way forward, by
sense tf. touch alone assuring himself
that Be traversed a hall, carpeted, bis
extetrted arms barely reaching from
wall to wall. He encountered no
and must have advanced some
two yards, before his groping dis-
closed the presence of a closed door
sn the left He had located the knob,
when the outer door suddenly closed,
s though blown shut by a draught of
wind, and, at the same Instant his
eyes were blinded by a dazzling out-
burst of light.
This came with such startllrg, unex-
pected brllilnncy that West staggered
back as though struck. For the In-
stant he was positively blind; then he
dimly perceived a man standing be-
fore blm a man who, little by little,
became more clearly defined, recog-
nizable, suddenly exhibiting the fea-
tures of Jim Hobart, sarcastically grin-
ning Into his face.
"You are evidently a cat of nine
lives. West" he said sneerlngly. "But
this ought to be the last of them."
For a moment West lost all control
ver himself. He was too completely
dazed for either words or action;
could on! stars Into that mocking
countenance confronting him,
to lease what had really
Ne wu undoubtedly trapped
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New Long Coats
on Style Sheet
A spring coat. It would seem fromNerve-Rackin- g Conditions of
A SK your local dealer to rec-omm-
a practical dec-
orator. If you are unable to
secure one you can do the work
yourself, tinting and stenciling
your walls to give beautiful results.
North Almost Entirely Absent
In South America.
OLD WORLD MELODY PREVAILS
the early morning, before the tourists
and the handful of dente decente
which Is to say the decent gentry-for- eign
and domestic, have brought
these anachronistic chariots Into req-
uisition, a far more fundamental and
characteristic note can be heard. The
donkey trips into view, over the rough
paving stones, urged by his Indian
driver's curious combination of whistle
and hiss. Llama trains patter by and
there Is over all the scrape of leather
sandals and of aboriginal bare feet
An Indian village Is free from the
alarums that help so largely In build-
ing up the civilized complex. There Is
Mnrsmisssnltin Traveler In Havana Misses Shriek
ment that they are bound to capture
the attention and the fidelity of any
woman at all Interested in the art of
dress. Just as we had about decided
that handwork and embroidery had left
the field of dress, back It pops In a
handsomer expression than It has ever
achieved before this since the days of
the India shawls. Of course there are
all sorts of Imitations of these em-
broidered fabrics, and very handsome
ones they are, too. They are done by
those clever machines which vie with
human fingers, and you will find the
materials sold by the yard looking so
colorful and gorgeous that they almost
demand you to stop and purchase them,
Embroidery Is Attractive.
Some of the embroidery for these
newer coats Is done upon a foundation
of satin. Again It uses a soft broad
the displays In the shops, can be pret-
ty much anything you choose to make
It. The fact is, asserts a fashion
writer In the New York Times, that
the separute coat Is an Important fac-
tor In the present styles. No hard and
fast rules have been set down for Its
design. You can suit your coat to
your figure, your personality and your
demands just as certainly as you can
accomplish the same end with your
frocks and gowns.
There was a time, and not so long
ago, when a coat could not be placed
In the class of the beautiful. It was a
heavy, cumbersome-lookin- g thing that
was designed chiefly for use. One
waited always for a sight of the cos-
tume underneath before expecting to
Instead ofKalsomine or Wall Paper of Northern Newsboy and Hears
Instead a Mellow Chant-Li- ma
Quiet and Sleepy.Buy
Alabastme from your local dealer, white and a variety of tints,
ready to mix with cold water and apply with a luitable brash.
Each package haa the cro and circle printed in red. Bv inter
New York. None but a dead citymixing Alabaitine tinti you can accurately match draperies and
ruga and obtain individual treatment of each room. is without Its characteristic voice.
Each has Its distinctive symphony of
Mifi, 2, I THB ONLY TOOt
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This is Charles O'Donnell, Jr., ten
months old, who was picked out at the
annual health show as New York's
perfect baby. Some of Charles' meas-
urements are: weight, 21 pounds;
height, 28 Inches; chest, 20
Inches; abdomen, 19 Inches; thigh
124; calf, 0 inches and ankle, 6
Inches.
Write for tptdal tuggaliont and
latetl color combination!
ALABASTINE COMPANY
1M7 GrudTilM Ar. Grud KtfUt, Mica.
sound, changing with the hours from
the roar of uilddny to the lullaby of
dawn, and varying in locullty from
the bruwl of factory wheels to the
be confronted with the least claim to
benutlful design. Now the coat Is ababel of busy streets. purt of the costaine, often lust as
no clutter of motor car or wagon In
small town streets, or upon the burro
trails that creep through the high-
land districts of Bolivia and Peru.
Buenos Aires is International and
Its streets echo those of Washington
and Paris. Montevideo is both a newer
and an older Madrid. Rio de Janeiro
is nn artist's dream of Lisbon, al-
though In a larger sense it is as In-
dividual and natlonul as anything on
the continent. And as for Santiago,It is a new and greater Granuda
though its astonishing citadel Diirk
Greater Sydney Includes 1,050,000.
Sydney, N. S. W. The population
within a ten-mil- e radius of Sydney ex-
ceeds 1,000,000 now. The statistical
estimate at the end of last year was
1,050,000 with that of the actual me-
tropolis placed at 950,000.
HOUSES COUGHING? ESE
Spohn's Distemper Compound
to break the cough and get them back In condition. Thirtyyeara use has made "SPOHN'S" Indispensable In treating Coughs
and Colds, Influenza and Distemper with their resulting com-
plications, and all diseases' of the throat, nose and lunga. Acta
marvelously aa a preventive; acta equally well aa a cure. Bold In
two sizea at all drug" store.
HTOHN MEDICAL COMPANY GOSHEN, INDIANA
of Santa Lucia Is but a pule similitude
cloth for Its beginnings. And at an-
other time you will find It appearing
upon the surfnee of a thickly pressed
crepe. In fact, there seems no limit to
what may be accomplished with this
new idea In the way of making the
outer wrap one of the most decorative
parts of the costume.
While many of the collars are plain,
there are also to be seen an astonish-
ing number of those which are made
of fur. Short-haire- d furs are used pre-
ferably, and the collars are made
straight and folded so that they fonn,
whether they be open or closed, flat-
tering frames for the faces that orei
posed against them.
The little Jaequettes are by no meaner
passe. Very many of them are to bei
seen In connection with the newer
North American cities are much
alike In these manifestations. Their
differences lie chlelly In volume.
Remove the traffic din of a n
city, snys the New York
Times, and there would remain for a
time almost a dumbness. Most of the
minor notes are stilled by an over-
bearing competition of noise or made
raucous themselves m their effort to
be heard. Perhaps this accounts for
the harsh, aboriginal cry of the North-America- n
newsboy.
It Is In Havana that the southward-boun- d
traveler first misses the shriek
of the familiar street arab bawling
of the Alhaiubra.
A man's uiPiiiory serves him well
when It enables liim to forget the
things he doesn't cnre to remember.
Safe Both Ways.
You can no longer put a man In Jail
because he owes money. For that
matter, you can hardly put him In
Jail" If he has money. Norrlstown
Glasgow to Be
Slumless CityTimes.
Possession of a return ticket never
falls to make one a little more extrava-
gant on his vacation.
his papers. Under the windows, In-
stead, there will be heard a mellow
chant, at a singing rather than a
shrieking pitch, always In at least two
SHE DYED A SWEATER,
SKIRT AND CHILD'S COATMrs. Gertrude Sell
spring clothes and not a few of them
are worn as extra coats. They can be
tied about the hips, forming them Into
blouse effects, or they can be allowed
to hang straight, making cunning little
WITH "DIAMOND DYES' Scottish Metropolis Providing
Municipally-Owne- d Homes in
Suburbs for Working Class.
s and In carts. Later a port
was established 19 miles away; but as
the city grew the need for a port at
Its door became more apparent. The
situation seemed hopeless, but In 1773
Each nackase of "Diamond Dves" eon.
tains directions so simple any woman can
box coats that are especially suitable
for dressy sports wear. At Palm
Beach any number of them have been
made of the llirhter rjnstet coloring
aye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
IS SECOND CITY OF BRITHeven if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Dia-
mond Dres are guaranteed not tn annt.
notes, ending upon the higher.
Not that the composite voice of
Havana is dulcet and low. It is, on
the contrary, vociferous and loud, the
dominant note in Its cacaphony being
the honk of its taxis.
Havana, In truth, seems to have
no aversion to noise. It does Its ut-
most, but from Its medley of sounds
an old world melody has not yet been
erased.
Insensible to Noise.
Like the Oriental, the Spanish-America- n
seems insensible to noise.
He Is gregarious In his manner of
life, and appears to find no need for
the privacy so essential to the Anglo-Saxo-
Outside such cosmopolitan centers
fade, streak, or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wooi or aiiK, or wneiner u is linen, cotton
or mixea gooas. Advertisement.
engineers hit upon the scheme of nar-
rowing the chunnel and making it dig
Its bottom deeper.
"The plan worked. The pitifully
meager depth of those days had
become 8 feet by 1S30, 22 feet by
1900, and is now 20 feet sufficient to
accommodate the huge modern ocean
liners. Picks, wielded by wading men,
started the loosening of the river bot-
tom In the old days ; then came horse-draw- n
burrows. In liite years explo-
sives and the most modern of steam
dredges have helped keep the channel
to its depth. Though Glasgow's water-
way is where the river Clyde has flowed
for ages. It has been truly said that
Panacea.
Though Inland, Glasgow Dominates
the World's Shipbuilding Industry
Pioneer in Municipally-Owne- d
Public Services.
Washington, D. C. Glasgow, Scot-
land, whose officials have unnounced
thut they will wipe out one of the
lust of its slum districts and provide
Instead municipally-owne- d homes in
The Boy (to the plumber) Oh !
and worn with white or gray or cafei
au lalt frocks. They are most inter-
esting when done In this wise; and
there Is no doubt that women will find
a great many uses for them as the
spring season advances.
The little short coat makes it pos-
sible to change the appearance of one's)
costume without much trouble. One
can have two or three of them In dif-
ferent colorings to wear with a certain
dress or with a collection of dresses.
It la not a difficult thing to make by
one's self, for Its cut Is simple to ac-
complish and Its making easy to
achieve. .. i
Don't Imagine, from all this talk
about shorter conrs, that the long ones
have disappeared. They are as promi
have you hurt your finger? Walt
minute an' I'll get mother to kiss It
welL
Sports Coats Are Maae of Plaid Tweed
of Ample Proportions.
drnpy and graceful of line as any
dress could be. The coat. Indeed, is
now considered almost a dress In It-
self, for the frock underneath its folds
becomes a secondary consideration
something which is in the nature of a
background.
Of course!" this new development In
connection with coats puts a new
upon the d wo
as Buenos Aires there Is a vigorous
survival In South America of the oldImportant to Mother Spanish sereno. Of his outfit of keys,Examine carefully every bottle ol
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy dope, pike, pistol and whistle only the It Is 'us artificial as the Suez canal.'
"Except where there are commerciallatter remains. The hour Is no longerfor Infants and children, and see that II
shouted Into d patios, to
AFTER THE FLU
If the Flu Left You Weak, or You're b
Need of a Tonic to Build You Up,
Take This Advice
Houston, Texas "I was in a terribly
n condition of health after a siege
of ptomaine poisoning, and then the in-
fluenza. I could not seem to regain my
strength and was really not able to do my
housework. I knew I needed a good tonio
and builder and remembered how my
folks used to regard Dr. Pierce's remedies
in my girlhood days, and then I decided
to take Dr. Fierce s Golden Medical Dis-
covery. After taking the second bottle I
found it was doing me a world of good,
Bears the
Signature of man. She must, almost of necessity,gether with the news of the night
watches, but police whistles shrillIn Use for Over 30 Years.
through the small hours their assur-
ance that the law Is alert
have two or three sorts of coats to ac-
company her various types of clothes.
Since there Is so great an element of
design about the outer wraps they at
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
quays and docks, practically every foot
of the Clyde waterfront from Glasgow
to the estuary Is now taken up with
the world's greatest and busiest ship-
yards.
"Glasgow's fame has gone farthest,
perhaps, because of the wonderful rec-
ord of Its city government and the
Most particularly may Arequlpa, of
the suburbs, thus bids fair soon to
become one of the, lew alumless great
cities. Something of this Scottish me-
tropolis, which in many ways is one of
the most interesting cities In the world,
Is told In a bulletin just Issued from
the Washington (D. C.) headquarters
of the National Geographic society,
"Glasgow Is Inland, yet It dominates
the world's shipbuilding industry and
has turned out more of the great ships
that dally carry the pleasure-seeker- s
and business men, the mulls and
freights, and the grim steel engines
of war than any salt-wat- rival," says
the bulletin. "And In spite of Its
location on a stream across
which, a century ago, a child could
all the Andean cities, lay claim to theUnpopular Invention.A New York man has Invented church bell as Its dominant voice.
machine which he says will tell any
woman's age. He's going to be about somewhat unusual municipal enter
The newcomer Is Jarred awake by It,
violently, in the misty, shuddering
nent ns ever and will be worn In large
numbers, only they are not so new and
so startling ns the ones which have
taken on shorter lengths.
Artful Creations.
Long coats, Indeed, give every evi-
dence of being costumes all by them-
selves. They are redolent of much
design and consistent making. Simple
though they may seem, they are crea-
tions Involving much art and labor.
They are not to be considered lightly
In any respect, for they are made up
Intrlcntely and formed to show an
astonishing amount of gracefulness
once take on a character which places
them In this class or that. And when
they are worn with frocks of any op-
posing character they lose all style and
flare and become nothing at all. The
problem, then, of choosing a coat be-
comes a little Intricate. But when you
prises which It has conducted for itsas popular as a snake at a lawn so gloom of his first morning there, its Inhabitants. Its numerous municipal- -cial. primary tongue being a resounding and operated services might
strength returned rapidly and I felt bet-
ter in every way. I am glad indeed to
recommend the medicine that did me so
much good and do not hesitate to give
this statement." Mrs. Gertrude cell,
1236 Rutland St.
Send 10 cents to Dr. Pierce's Invalids
Hotel In Buffalo. N.Y., for trial pkg.
stroke of a huge gong In the cathedral
tower on the main plaza.
well have drawn the charge of 'Bol-
shevism' had they not proved success-
ful business ventures long before thatLima, once capital of all the South
wade, the tonnage of ships that nowAspirin American continent, has a sedate andquiet air. It Is too aristocratic to be berth at its quays and docks is two-- and charm.thirds that of New York.
once realize how Interesting the new
game Is, why, then you can't wait to
begin your plans for your new coat ex-
pression.
The three-quarte- r coat Is the newest.
It Is so new, indeed, thut as yet scarce-
ly any of them have been seen. Now,
the three-quarte- r coat Is straight of
line. It has no flare whatsoever, no
Women Along with the period styles and the"Incidentally, Glasgow, though Itsstrident, and too far submerged in thesleepy afternoon of Its gilded career
to express Itself In any striking over-
tone of sound. Its automobiles and
name may not be quite as familiar as
other British towns, is surpassed InSay "Bayer" and Insist!
great craze for 1880 frocks there has
come a rage for a coat which Involves
these same principles. It Is shaped
and flounced. It Is foil and draped.
size In Great Britain only by London ;Made Young and with Its more than a million Inits tliree-hors- e carts go about theirbusiness with a minimum of sound.
The street merchant Is less vociferous It Is wide of sleeve and drooping ofline. In fact It has all of the plc- -
habitants, It Is bnrely outranked by
only two other cities In the
term was Invented. The city took
over Its water works at an early dute
and developed them. It has operated
its own gas works since 1809, and
even rents cook stoves to household-
ers for a small fee. Since 1892 th
city has not only lighted Its streets
from municipally-operate- d electric en-
gineering stations, but has also fur
nlshed current for industry and for
lighting dwellings. The street rail-
ways have been owned since 1872 ant"
operated since 1894 by the city.
Municipal Wash Houses.
"There are a score or more of d
bath houses and wasli houses
where family washing may be done
with modern facilities ; and since 1870
British empire Calcutta and Bombay.
and the long siesta Interposes a silent
mid-da- y between the more animated
hours.
Bright eyes, a clear skin and
body full of youth and health may
be yours if you will keep your
system in order by taking
It Is In easy rench of becoming the
Callao Is noisome, rather than noisy,
sign of a peplum, but Its line descends
quite simply to the knees or a little be-
low that point.
On Lines Full and Drapy.
Some of the three-quarte- r coats
they cannot be called jackets are
made on lines that are quite full and
drapy. They take their little hint and
Inspiration from the Jaequettes of the
winter and tie at one side at a point
that marks a decidedly low waistline.
They start out oy very much
LATH HOP'S
both from proximity to the guano
Island that rises at Its front door and
from the squalor In which a large
part of the population lives.
Callao Is a port and Its dominant
second city under the Brltisn flag.
Made the Sea Come to It.
"How Glasgow, relatively a small
community on a shallow stream as
daring and more successful than Ma-
homet with his mountain made the
sea come to It, Is one of the most fas-
cinating of the romances of engineer-
ing. For a long time freight for the
city was brought In ships to a point
40 miles down on the Clyde estuary
and carried the rest of the way on
voice Is that of the sea and the sea-
faring activities of Its water front.
the city lias conducted municipal lodg-
ing houses. There is also a municipal
'family home' where children are as-
sured good care while their parents
La Paz Is afflicted with the motor as a suit coat might, that Is, about the
neck and sleeves. Then their surplicenr, which leads a harsh and boisUnless you see the nama "Bayer" on lines In front gather Into a bunch at
The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and otic acid troubles, the
enemies of 111 and looks. In use since
1698. All druggists, thru sizes.
Laok for the nam Cold Medal mrmrtbos and accept no imitatioa
terous life upon the Bolivian capital's
sharp hills and cobblestones. But In
are at work. In the provision of pub-
lic markets, libraries, parks and play one side and are tied there with arather wide bow of ribbon or of the
coat's material. There Is something
grounds, the city was a pioneer. A
number of bands are kept busy pro-
viding music In the parks during the decidedly picturesque about them,Claiming Land in Philadelphia
package or on tablets you are not get-
ting the genuine Bayer product pre-
scribed by physicians over twenty-tw- o
years and proved safe by millions for
Colds Headache
Toothache Lumbago
Earache Rheumatism
Neuralgia Pain, Pain
Accept "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
only. Each unbroken package contains
Cuticura Soap summer. They get away from that hardness ofoutline which It Is so hard for some
women to accept and they manage
"Industrially, it might be said thatIS IDEAL
'Glasgow made the steam engine, and
the steam engine made Glasgow.'
Jumes Watt made his great inventionFor the Hands
Soap 25c, OiatsHot 25 and 50c, Taken 25c.
gently to subdue any unusual width
about the hips, adding the flaring bow
with Its long ends at Just the place
where It will do all the good In the
fMhiot.;
proper directions. Handy boxes of
twelve tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists also sell bottles of 24 and 100.
Aspirin1 Is the trade mark of Bayer
Manufacture of Monoacetlcacldester of
Sallcyllcacld. Advertisement.
Gray Hair I yon can hurthair
tne originalbade by uifnff Q Ban Hair Ootov Restorer.-Sa- fe
aa water try It. At all 76 cents,
or direct from Cbaiita, Mwykk, Tea
at Glasgow university. A few years
after Robert Fulton's 'Clermont' had
made Its first trip on the Hudson, the
first steamboat in Europe was oper-
ated on the Clyde at Glasgow. Coal
and Iron ore were developed near by.
Blast furnaces and machine shops
came. Now Glasgow, having. made her
river, built her ships, equipped them
with machinery, and
bunkered them with
.Glasgow coal,
sends them to the ends of the earth
to reap profit for the old home town."
WANTEr MAN WITH ALTO
to sell guaranteed TIKES and TUBES. Will
arrange salary and expenses with right man.Amazon Products Co., Dept. A, Cleveland, O.
world as far as trimming Is concerned.
It helps, too, In relieving the severity
of line which does not seem to be at
all a part of the season's style at
least for a coat of this type.
You will find these three-quarte- r
coats making part of three-piec- e cos-
tumes, and Just as often you will find
them, In silk or soft kasha or bro-
caded wools, made to accompany the
dresses of soft crepe and chiffon, for
when the flounces of the softer mate-
rials peep out beneath the coat for a
space of ten to twelve Inches, they
add Just that much to the softness of
the appearance of the costume and
the effect Is entirely In accordance
China's New Air Mall Service.
A number of Chinese students are
undergoing a special course of train-
ing to equip them for piloting the air-
planes that are used In the
mall route In China between ft . P liuvVt nBEND FOK GLOVE CATALOG Made tv fityour hand, for driving or dress, at factoryprices. J. ROOALLET, aioversville, N. T. Embroidery Is Feature of Some of the.Three-Quart- Coats.
EYES SORE? T?'r. EYEWATER Peking, Tslnanfu and Shanghai. Atfirst it was necessary to employ for turesque charm which Is characteristici. reliable and speed? remedy since 1796. Bay at
of the dresses fashioned after theeign pilots.our druggist s or juDn lj. xnomnson suns a uo,II Blvor Street, Troj, N. Y. BOOKXET FKEU, Ideals of that period, It Is a dlgnlfled-lookln- g
affair and can only be worn
COMSTIPATKM where things are very dressy. Someof the sleeves start out from the shoul-der to be tight, but when they reacha space below the elbows they usually
turn Into extraordinarily flared cuffs.
1
Stone Ink Slabs.
The Chinese schoolboy and the Chi.
nese scholar must have their Ink slabs
for the mixing of their Chinese ink.
These are made from a stone found at
Nankungfu, are very artistic and rep-
resent fish swimming In ponds, flowers
growing In water gardens, and buf-
faloes lying in cooling, refreshing
pools. They are also made in square,
oblong and round shapes and varying
in size, weight and height. One par-
ticular kind of stone supposed to have
been discovered In the Sung dynasty
will retain the Ink wet ncd moist foi
a Whole month.
Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills The materials of the longer coatsCARTERS
with all of the dictates of the modern
styles.
The newest coats of three-quarte- r
length are made of r embroidery.
They are so beautiful that they make
the amateur stop to wonder however
they have been done. The real truth
about them Is that they are made up
of solid masses of embroidery that Is,
She handsomest of them are and ihey
form so. decorative a wrap arrange
are plulner than those which make tip
the shorter variety. They are satinsIITTLEFiver
then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.They
cleanse your system of all waste matter and
Regulate Yonr Bowels. Mild as easy to
take aS SUgar. Genuine heat signature sZa&i6
Small Ell. Small Dose. Small Price.
Left to right are Chief Amos S. Bear and Chief War Eagle of the Oneida
tribe, who are in Philadelphia to establish claims to titles of property at Chest-
nut and Second streets, which they say Is the property of the Six Nations, of
which Chief War Eagle is the official Interpreter and spokesman. The title to
the land haa not been clearly Invested In the rights of the Indians, but every
owner since the time of William Penn has failed to build on the property for
fear of being dispossessed.
PILLS
and duvetlnes anything that has that
rich and sumptuous look about It
and they Include the heavier varieties
nf satins.
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BURNED MAN ALIVECOLORADO SOLON
DIES IN DENVER
RESERVE BOARD
DENIES REPORT
THE WORLD IN
PARAGRAPHS
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LIFER IS FREED
:
BY CONFESSION
Boy Admits Slaying Officer and
Clarence McKinney Goes Back
...to
.Young Bride. .... 1,.,
FOREIGN
During the last three months of 1022
English mines produced 67,750,000 tons
of coal, an amount which has not been
equaled since 1913.
The German Zeppelin Construction
Company bus undertaken to build the
airships to be used oa tlie new postal
service between Seville and Buenos
Aires.
The high cost of dying is bothering
the Jewish community of Poland. The
fees for buriul services at the ceme-
tery have been Increased to 300,000
marks and those at Prague to 50,000
marks.
Payment of $20,000,000 a year for
twelve years to the United States In
settlement of the costs of the Ameri-
can 'army of occupation In Germany
seems feasible, In the opinion of Ellot
Wadsworth, assistant secretary of the
American treasury.
Women teachers In London must In
future resign when they marry. This
decision was made a few days ago by
the education committee of the Lon-
don county council. The 4,000 mur-rle- d
teachers at present working in
London county council schools will not
be affected.
Paul D. Kogers, of Sulu
TO PLEASE GODS
,...-
t
Sacrifice of .Son by Father to
End Drought , In Rhodesia
' Shows Custom Yet Exists.
London. Advices received from
Bulawayo Indicate that the1 custom of
human sacrifice to allay the wrath of
the gods still exists in Rhodesia. , o.-- j
It is reported that the .elders .of the
Mtawara tribe, alarmed at the drought
and the poor crops, consulted the rain
doctor, and decided on what they claim
to be the never-fallin- g expedient of
Was Bound and Burned Alive.
human sacrlflce by burning. The lot
fell on a native, who, It is alleged, had
been Intimate with another native's
wife. It was discovered that the In-
tended victim was the son of the rain
doctor, who, however, proceeded with
the sacrifice. The struggling man was
bound nnd burned alive. Directly life
wus extinct heavy rains began.
The celebrations of the success of
the sncrlfice were interrupted by the
arrival of the police. The elated tribe,
not aware of having done wrong,
showed the police the charred remains
of the victim and told them of previ-
ous occasions on which similar sacrif-
ices had been equally successful, the
last one mentioned being In 1917.
They assert that the "rain spirit,"
tvhose name Is Mwarl, lives In their
district. The local paramount chief
Is said to remember 72 natives who
had been burned as rain sacrifices.
Many natives are reported to have
been committed for trial. The scene
of the sacrifice Is suld to be Chlcangos
Kraal on the Portuguese border In
southern Rhodesia.
ROMANCE OUT-O- F, LABRADOR
Boston Society Girl and Helresa to
Wed Mounted Policeman of
Canadian Wilds.
Boston. A romance that had its be-
ginnings on the Labrador coast be-
came known recently.
Miss Rosamond Bradley, society girl
nnd heiress, filed nt the city hall no-
tice of her Intention to marry Charles
A. Rheault, former officer of the Cana-
dian royal mounted police.
As a volunteer nurse with the Gren-fe- ll
expedition to Labrador in 1914,
Miss Bradley had occasion to corre-
spond with Rheault, on duty In anoth-
er part of the peninsula.
Last summer Rheault called on the
Bradleys and went back to Canada
with a promise of marriage from the
young woman.
TRAIN DROPS ONTO RIVER ICE
Passengers of Boston & Maine Rail-
road Train Have Miraculous
Escape From Death.
Orange, Mass. Passengers on a
Boston & Mnine railroad train had a
thrilling experience and remarkable
escapes from serious Injury when two
of the three coaches Jumped the rails,
plunged down a embankment
and slid out on the thick Ice of Mi-
ller's river. i
The Ice supported the cars nnd the
passengers scrambled to safety. The
third car stopped on the embnnkment.
Four of the train crew were slightly
hurt. The engine and tender remnlned
on the track. Spreading rails cnused
the accident, officials said.
t Lights Fire Under Auto;
t ViHnA li w Cvnlncinn
Trenton, Tenn. ' Irby II.
Mount, foreman at a furniture
factory here, Is dead as the re-
sult of Injuries received when
the gasoline tank of his auto--.
mobile oxploded. Mount built
a Are jmder the automobile to
thaw out the i radiator. The
explosion followed. "
MOVES TO CURB RUMORS AT-- .
TENDING CONFERENCE WITH
RESERVE GOVERNORS.
FARM LOAN DISCUSSION
CONFERENCE EMBRACED ONLY
THE ADMINISTRATION OF NEW
AGRICULTURE CREDITS ACT.
Washlngton.-j-Th- e federal reserve
board, in conjunction with the gov
ernors of the twelve reserve banks,
meeting In semi-annu- conference
moved to curb the flood of rumors
concerning possible changes in the
board's policies and reports of contem
plated Increases in the rediscount
rates of banks. ' ,; '' '
In answer to more than 100 tele--
eranhic lnouirles. the board categoric
ally denied "any rumors with respect
to Its intentions or actions" and In
formed one nnd all that; It would
make its own statements when such
were reoulred. The message' Invited
Inquiries to supply the board with in
formation regarding the source of the
rumors, adding, in substance, thut it
would not waste Its time in denying
"all Idle rumors." i .
There seemed to have been no defi
nite reason for the reports, officials
said, nor could they explain, they said,
why so much significance was being
attached to the conference of the gov-
ernors. It was made known authorita-
tively that none of the twelve banks
has yet filed with the board an appli-
cation to increase its rates, and the
consensus of opinion appears to be
that none was in immediate contempla-
tion. "; ' .'
Chnnees in business conditions and
the general financial situation, how
ever, it was explained, may ; bring
ckamres In rediscount rates, but how
soon these changes would come was
declared by reserve board members to
depend entirely on conditions. ;
With respect to the meeting of the
governors, it was stated officially that
thus far there had been no discussion
of rediscount rates. The conference,
It was added, devoted itself with ques-
tions involving banking operations
solely. A general exchunge of infor-
mation, for the purpose of solving op-
erating problems, has been the order
In previous meetings. :' ?.
The governors did confer, however,
with members of the farm loan board
but Commissioner Lobdell of the loan
board said that the discussion had em-
braced only the administration of the
new agricultural credits act, which
is under supervision of the loan board,
although ' its operation has been in
direct effect on the reserve system's
' ' ''functions. : ;
.;'. : -
Herbert Myrtck, editor-in-chie- f of
Farm and Home, has made public a
letter he wrote to Secretary Mellon,
In which he declared "the vast agri-
cultural Industry of America relies
upon fair, Just and adequate treat-
ment as a result of the consideration
which is being given to the whole
subject of finance" at this week's con-
ferences.
"During recent weeks," he said,
"stocks and bonds on the exchanges
have been greatly Inflated. Wages
in many lines have been advanced.
Prices have been jacked up for
what the farmer has to buy; there
has been no corresponding advance In
prices for what farmers have to sell.
Capital and labor in other Industries
ure shooting up, regardless of agricul-
ture."
Escaped Convicts Kldnep Man. .
Atlanta, Ga. Two prisoners con-
fined In the hospital at "the federal
prison sawed their way to freedom a
few days ago. Later they stopped at
the home of W. H. Edwards, a rail-
road mun In Lakewood Heights, and
when he refused to aid their escape,
kidnaped him, brought him on a
stret car to the city, where they left
the car and escaped. The prisoners
were Frunk Gray, serving five yeurs
for forgery, and Gerald Chapman,
under 25 years' sentence for mall rob-
bery.
Would Take Germany Into League.
New York. Soviet Russia and Ger-
many probably would be admitted to
the leugue of nations if they made
application In a proper way, Lord
Robert Cecil, foremost British expon-
ent of the league, declared upon his
arrival in New York. "1- would like
to see America join the league," he
said, "but I am just as strong an ad-
vocate of Germany's entrance. Russia
would be better In the league than
out."
.'',.
,
Governor Favors Beer and Wines.
Albany. Governor Al Smith believes
a majority of the people of New York
state favor an amendment to the Vol.
sted act that will permit the use of
light wines and beer of a small alco-
holic content. The governor expresses
this opinion in a letter he sent to
United States Senator Simon D. Fess
of Ohio, who had taken exception to
the action of the New York Legisla-
ture In memorializing Congress for 8
modification of the Volstead law.
MALIGNANT GROWTH IN ABDO-
MEN PROVES FATAL TO SAM-
UEL D. NICHOLSON.
STATE IS GRIEVED
COLORADO LEGISLATORS AND U.
S. SENATORS ATTEND FUNERAL
AT FAIRMOUNT,
Denver. United States Senato
Samuel I). Nicholson, who died few
days ago, was buried at Faffraount
cemetery. The body lay In state for a
few hours In the main corridor of the
state capltol. The wnrlces were held
at the Central Presbyterian church,
the Rev. W. IL Wrsy P.oj1e officiating.
At the grave Masonic services were
conducted by a Denver lodge which
i l ' ?
SAMUEL D. NICHOLSON.
was designated by the I.eadvllle lodge,
of which Senator Nicholson was a
member.
Washington. A committee of twelve
senators was appointed by Vice Presi
dent Coolidge to attend the funeral of
the late Senator S. I). Nicholson at
Denver. Those named were Senators
Phlpps, Colorado; Warren und Ken-
drlck, Wyoming; Smoot und King,
Utah ; Robinson, Arkansas ; Jones,
New Mexico; Harreld, Oklahoma;
Ladd, North Dakota; McKlnley, Illi-
nois; Shortrldge, California, and Stan-field-
Oregon.
A radiogram was received by the
family from United States Senator
Lawrence C. Phlpps. Senator Phipps
Is ubourd a United States destroyer on
the way to Balboa, Canal Zone. Mrs.
Phlpps was In Denver for the services.
William J. Donald, the senutor's sec-
retary, who left him at the Mayo hos
pital, at Rochester, Minn., to return to
Washington on official business, ex
pecting to meet the senator later In
Denver, left the capital to attend the
funeral. E. H. McClenahan, federal
prohibition director In Colorado, also
cume to Denver. He went to Roches
ter when Senator Nicholson was
moved to the Mayo hospital, and then
went on to Washington.
Stories told at the state house of
Senator Nicholson are characteristic
of the man, showing his democratic
nature.
Senator Samuel W. DeBusk, Demo
crat, Trinidad, said:
"When Nicholson was a young fel
low he worked In Trinidad In a stone
quarry. There was a banquet given
for the senator a year ago in Trinidad
and he Insisted on his old boss, the
quarryman, sitting at his right hand
at this banquet."
"Sam Nicholson was a natural mix-
er," said Harry K. Mulnlx, state treas-
urer, "Everybody looked ulike to him.
On his senatorial campaign I was with
him, and he would eat a meal In some
restaurant und then go back nnd thank
the cook for It. That wasn't 'grand-
stand play, but the nature of the
man."
"Senator Nicholson was a real man,
a wonderful man," said Mr. McClena-
han, and his eyes filled with tears.
"He caused much happiness, never
any unhapplness. lie was ever con-
siderate, thoughtful of others. It
would have been Impossible for him
ever to say an unkind word against
even his worst enemy that Is, If he
had an enemy. I have lost a dear
friend."
Dr( Hubert Work paid a glowing
tribute to Senator Nicholson, in a
Statement In which he said he was a
man who had risen from obscurity to
wealth and position without losing the
common point of contact with his
An autopsy on the body dl Senator
Nicholson, revealed that he was
doomed from the moment the malig-
nant growth in the abdomen attacked
him. This revealed that an operation
would not have brought relief, but
probably instant death.
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR-
EIGN COUNTRIES.
IN LATE DISPATCHES
OOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
WESTERN
Fred Bell, resident of Goshen, Calif.,
reported to the authorities that some-
body had stolen Ills prune orchard,
consisting ot sixty-si- x trees. He said
the thief hud worn something, pre-
sumably sacks over his feet to oblit-
erate tracks. The trees, he said, had
been pulled out of the ground.
Tom Chidsey, deputy sheriff, and E.
E. Notson, district attorney of Morrow
county, Oregon, battled with a band
of moonshiners In the wilds of Juni-
per cailon, twenty miles north of Lex-
ington, but were driven back by the
outlaws, according to reports.
Whether there were any casualties Is
not known here.
Discovery of platinum und iridium
in the Coeur d'Alene mining district In
Idaho in commercial quantities lias
been announced by officials of mining
companies of the district, who suld
plans had been formulated for trie
erection of a concentrator in Coeur
d'Alene soon to handle the ore. It was
said it assays as high as $oG9 to the
ton.
Feeding pigeons In the downtown
district of Los Angeles will be a mis-
demeanor subject to a fine not exceed-
ing $500 or six months In the city Jull,
when an ordinance passed by the city
council becomes effective. The ordi-
nance was passed to uld the park de-
partment In driving pigeons from Per-
shing Square, The birds congregate
there during the day In great numbers
because the purk visitors are continu-
ally feeding them.
Suite for $130,000 damages against
the Hudson Motor Cur Company as u
result of Injuries received In uu auto-
mobile accident June 29, 1922, near Sa-
linas, Calif., was filed In the United
States District Court at San Francisco
by Louis I), and Marina de Alurcoh
and Julia de Trljuaros, reputed to be
wealthy residents of Sun Salvador.
The plaintiffs said that the accident
was due to a' defect In the automobile
manufactured by the defer, lant com-
pany.
WASHINGTON
Denouncing the organization of the
Italian Fasdsti in the United States as
"reprehensible to the best American
Institutions," Senator William II.
King, Democrut, of Utah, Indicated
that the nest Congress would be asked
to investigate the "Mack shirt" move-
ment.
More than 1,500,000 uliens eligible
for American naturalization already
have been directed to citizenship train-
ing classes established by local school
authorities throughout the United
States in with the bureau
of naturalization of the Department of
Labor.
The early potato acreage this year
will he the smallest since 1919, accord-
ing to a forecast announced by the
Department of Agriculture. Based on
areus already planted in Soutnern
states, on the known Intention ot
planters In Northern states, nn esti-
mate of 200,380 acres has been made
for the twenty early and Intermediate
potato states.
President Harding hus been urged
by Illchard Dana, president of the Na-
tional Civil Service Reform League to
end the practice of making "political
appointments" to first, second and
third class postraastcrshlps and con-
fine these to the person standing high-M- t
on the Civil service eligible list.
Extension of vocational training
and medical rehabilitation to the
18,000 veterans of the world war Serv-
ing sentence In federal and slate penal
Institutions is planned by Director
Illnes of the Veteran's bureau, who
conferred on the subject with officials
of the department of Justice und rep-
resentatives of te American Legion
und Disabled Veterans of the World
War.
Tax on farm lands of Colorado is 08
cents an acre, compared with 20 cents
eight years ago, but the Colorado farm-
ers tax Is low compared with thut paid
by his fellow agriculturalists of New
Jersey, Indiana, New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Illinois,. Michigan, Wisconsin,
Iowa, Idaho, Massachusetts, Ilhode
Island, Ohio und Connecticut. The tax
per acre In nil these states, excepting
Colorado, rung from more than tl to
more than $2 an acre.
Grand Jury investigation of the re-
cent Increase of sugar prices was
urged by Basil M. Manly, director of
the People's Legislative service, who,
in a telegram to President Harding,
declared that Amerlcun households are
ielng robbed of millions of dollars each
week by conspiracy to Increase sugar
prices and continued manipulation.
The United States government is
still paying pensions to forty-on- e
widows of soldiers of the war of 1812
notwithstanding the fact that 108
years have elapsed Blnce lie closing
of that conflict
The oldest postmaster In New Mex-
ico la a woman. She Is 75 years old
and has been postmaster la I.umborton
for nine years.
The Hagerman Poultry Association
is making plans to ship eggs und pou-
ltry in car lots during the coming year
to secure a greater profit for the mem-
bers of the organization. ...
E. G. Kllmurry of Raton was elect-
ed exalted ruler of the lodge of Elks
nt- the HnniiHl meetlne held recently.
The lodge is now one of the lives'. In
the northern part of the state.
Chief Enclneer Emory of the Mid
west Oil Company, operating In. the
Shiprock field, was killed in an auto
wreck on the Farmlngton-dullu- road
about eight miles south of Shiprock.
April 6 has been set by Judge Ed-
win Mecham as the date for the dou
ble bunging of Charles Smelzer and W.
C. Lafavors, convicted March 8 on a
charge of killing Sheriff W. L. Ruther-
ford of Otero county.
Shinning of ore from the Calamity
Jane mine, near Ulllsboro, has been
Htnrted to the big smelter at El Paso.
This section of the state was at one
time one of the best silver producing
districts In the Southwest
Cruz Trullllo. a resident of the vil
lage of Cleveland, was shot and in-
stantly killed at the door of his home
by an unknown assailant. Trujillo was
visiting In his home with a friend
when a car drove up to the house and
the driver asked to speak to him.
Trujillo went to the door and as he
opened it five shots were fired into his
body causing Instant death. The as-
sailant ran to the car and quickly
drove away. ,
The Haererman Alfalfa Growers' As
sociation held a big meeting recently
to go over the work of the past year
and select officers for the coming sea-
son. The report of the association
showed that during the past twelve
months the shipments of hay from the
valley totaled 7,047 tons or about 641
curs of eleven tons to the cnr. Owing
to the moisture in the valley during
the past month, it is believed that the
outlook for the coming season is even
better than in 1922.
Seven bills, five of them rond bills,
were scheduled for the waste paper
basket when Governor Illnkle an-
nounced his intention of leaving with-
out signing them. The unsigned bills,
which now fall to become law, Include
the Senate bills defining legal news-
papers and fixing rates for legal pub-
lications and appropriating $45,000 for
the Institute fof. the yiind at Alamo-gord-
The others were all roud bills.
Previously, while the Legislature was
still in session, the governor vetoed
four road bills. Those that got the
"pocket veto" recently brought the
chief executive's total of road bills
killed up to nine. All carried provi-
sions of special levies and the issuance
of debentures to anticipate these lev-
ies. The seven bills that failed to get
the governor's signature are : Commit-
tee substitute for H. B. 213, amending
chapter 157, laws of 1921, which de-
clared a public highway In Santa Fe
county, and extending the highway to
San Antonlto and La Tijeras, Berna-
lillo county. S. B. 23, defining a legal
newspaper nnd fixing rates for legal
publications. H. B. 357, creating a
public highway from Lyden to top of
Black Mesa. II. B. 102, crentlng high-
way from Cuba, Sandoval county, to
Chama river, Itlo Arriba county. IT. B.
383, creating highway from Isleta,
Bernalillo county, to Belen, Valencia
county. H. B. 103, creating highway
from Thomas, Union county, to David,
Harding county. S. B. 75, carrying
appropriation of $45,000 for the Insti-
tute for the Blind.
At a meeting of the young men of
Artesla the first steps toward the or-
ganization of a cavalry troop were
taken. The boys are enthusiastic over
the troop and It is believed that the
quota will soon he filled.
The city council of Las Cruces re-
cently purchased a modern street
sweeper which will be used in keeping
the new pavements clean. The ma-
chine was used by the city of El Paso
for a short time and cost when new
over $7,000.
No favoritism will be shown and no
speculation tolerated In grazing lands
while he is in office, State Land Com-
missioner Justltino Baca told the New
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' As-
sociation a few days ago. In reply to
rumors that he intended to raise rent-
als on grazing lands, which he charged
to enemies, Mr. Baca said his purpose
was to continue the present rentals for
1922 payments, except In cases where
he found discrimination, and thereaft-
er to revert to the former rentals 5
cents un acre in the eastern district
und 3 cents in the western for the flve-ye-
period from 1922 to 1920, inclu-
sive.
The force of workmen at Deinlng
remodeling the Holy Cross sanatorium,
are making rapid progress und the big
institution will be opened In the next
thirty days. The big "Sun" is one of
the lurgest in this part of the state and
when completed will be modern in ev-r- y
way and will house over 125 pa-
tients.
The Bernalillo County Toultry As-
sociation will hold Its 1923 show on
Dec. 6, 7 and 8. The members of tho
issoclatlon are now planning a circuit
of at least three cities In the state, and
possibly will have a show in El PabO.
SERVES FIVE MONTHS
Girl
.Wife Works In Cincinnati Res-
taurant to Get Funds to Use In
Effort to Seoure Husband's '
Release.
Wilmington, O. Clarence Leroy,
McKinney, who only a short time ago
left here for the Ohio penitentiary, a
murderer In the eyes of the law, cama
back, had his innocence legally and
publicly proclaimed, and left amidst .
universal acclaim to take up his life
where a twist of fate halted It flv
months ago.' '
With his girlish wife, who unceas-
ingly has fought for his liberation,
McKinney, who served five months of
a life sentence in the penitentiary for
the murder of Policeman Emery
a crime which Louis Vander- -
voort of Jamestown, has admitted,
boarded a train for Cincinnati.
He was smiling, and apparently
there was no rancor In his heart for
the miscarriage of Justice.
"J have no 111 feelings towards any
one here," he told Wilmington people
who crowded around him.
Convicted despite his protests of
Innocence of the murder of Special
Policeman Emery McCrelght, at Wil
mington February 14, 1922, McKinney,
a huckster, was unable in the eyes of '
the Jurors to furnish a conclusive
alibi.
Pleads Guilty to Murder.
The same courtroom at Wilmington
where McKinney was sentenced, with
the same Judge presiding, a boy of 20,
Louis Vandervoprt, son of a wealthy
fruit grower near Jamestown, first ar-
rested on a charge of robbery re-
cently pleaded guilty to the murder of
McCrelght.' He was sentenced to life ;
Imprisonment ' in the penitentiary.
Walter Bangham, 19, an accomplice.
pleaded guilty to manslaughter and
was given a one to twenty years sen-
tence in the Mansfield reformatory.
Authorities in Green county, which
adjoins Clinton county, have been con- - ;
ducting an' Investigation Into state- - (
ments made by boy friends of Vander-voo- rt
that he shot and killed Pollce- -
"Well, We All Have Our Troubles,"
He Said Calmly.
man Elvas Matthews In Xenla In De-
cember, 1!)22. Vandervoort was Im-
plicated In the McCrelght murder by
friends, who declared he had boasted
of his prowess with a revolver, claim-
ing that two notches cut In the butt
of his pistol represented dead police-
men, after he had been arrested for
robbery.
Warden Imparts Glad News. i
Summoned by Warden P. E. Thomas
to his office, from the penitentiary
loom mill, McKinney received philoso-
phically the announcement, that he
was to be freed,
"Well, we nil have our troubles,"
he said calmly. "I've always had a
feeling that I'd get out. I haven't
felt so very bad because I knew I
wasn't guilty. I've felt more sorry,
for my wife nnd my mother than for
myself the humiliation was hard on
them."
McKinney said his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McKinney, reside on a
farm near Bluffton, Ind. His wife, to
whom he was married a short time
before he was sentenced, has been
working In a. Cincinnati restaurant,
obtaining funds to be expended in an
effort to free her husband. :
Thousands See Rescue In Mid-Ai-
Chicago. With traffic blocked and
thousands of persons looking on
breathlessly, Earl Wagner, an elec-
trician, was rescued from his perilous
position a hundred feet above the
street at a Chicago theater. Wagner
was hanging to a rope which had
twined about one foot as he fell from
a swinging chair. He hung head down-'- ,
ward for 15 minutes until rescued by
flrenwn,. i,:.. ,,
province, P. I, und Juun Majures,
former cashier of the Jolo branch ol
the Philippine National ISank, were
sentenced to three years' Imprison-
ment for obtaining by fraud more
than $50,000 from the Philippine
National Bunk.
Hope has been abandoned that
Nicolal Lenlne cun ever return to ac-- !
tlve political life, said a Moscow dis-
patch. It is understood that, at the
next meeting of the Communist Con-
gress, leaders of the Russian Com-
munist party will propose that either
Leo Kameneff or M. Ilonefeld be
elected successor to Lcnine m iuo
Soviet government.
Archbishop Zepllak, head of the
Roman Catholic church In Russia, and
all the sixteen priests on trial with
him charged with opposing the Soviet
government, were found guilty recent-
ly. Archbishop Zepllak and Vicar
Ueneral Ilutchkavitch were sentenced
to death. The central executive com-
mittee ordered a stay of execution of
the death sentence.
A letter purported to have been
written by Lluui Lynch, republican
urmy leader, to Joseph McUurrity of
Philadelphia, urging the vital import-
ance of "a consignment of arms ar-
riving as soon as possible," was made
public recently by the Free State gov-
ernment. "One piece of small artillery
in a few weeks would be worth twenty
pieces ariving In a couple of months,"
Lynch was said to have written. "Time
is on the side of the enemy. We want
to make the most of the coming few
months. If it is at all possible to have
such he.-- at once nothing should pre-
vent It. We could turn the scale here
immediately und ulso end the war
quickly if this arrived."
V. W. Duvls, former governor of Ida-
ho, was sworn In as special assistant
secretary ot the interior. He is to uct
as personal aide to Secretary Work.
A proclamation culling on the people
of Minnesota to eut more wheat und
thus consume the surplus which he
suld is the cause of present low wheat
prices, was Issued by Gov. J. A. O.
I 'reus.
Shunley's noted Broadway restau-
rant In New York, one of the first
"lobster palaces," has closed Its
doors. "A big restaurant on Broad-
way can't make money now," John J.
Moran, the manager, said as the lights
went out a few nights ago.
Two men, one believed to lie Louis
ISurston, manager of a motion picture
producing organization bearing his
name, were killed and a young woman
possibly futully Injured, when an auto-
mobile in which it Is reported they
were racing u train was struck ut a
grade crossing near Pomona, Culif.
Mystery surrounded the origin of
In gold that arrived from Hol-
land and was delivered to Wall street
banking firms recently. It was the
largest sum received from a neutral
country In months. In financial cir-
cles it was Intimated that Germany
was shipping gold through Holland und
Switzerland to stabilize the mark and
to purchase coal.
The fatalities resulting from the
eight-stor- fall of a passenger eleva-
tor at the Randolph hotel In Des
Moines, Iowa, recently were brought
to four, with the death of two more
of the car's occupants Harry W.
Hill, Eaiihnm, Iowa, and Clifton J.
Perry, the negro operator of the ele-
vator. Two others Lucille llosklns,
aged 10, und Helen llosklns, aged 24,
are said to be In a crltlcul condition,
with slight chances for recovery. Mr.
Hill's wife was Instantly killed In the
crash und Mrs. Richard llosklns, also
of Earlham, died from her injuries
shortly lifter the accident. The ele-
vator dropped from the top of the
shaft to the basement, after the oper-
ator had lost control of the machine.
Investigators say the automatic safety
device failed to operate.
Use of "cheek off funds to unionize
"open shop" mines was forbidden by
federal Judge George W. MeCllntlck in
nn Injunction handed down In a
Hpechl session of the United States
District Court. The injunction pro-
hibits the international organization
of the union from sending niouey Into
West Virginia to be used In organiza-
tion activities.
Dr. B. F. Harding of Munsfleld, O.,
a cousin of President Harding, who,
with his wife, has been spending the
winter In Sebrlng, Fla, died recently
following a lingering illness.
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO0
volumes that weren't worth tet centsVIRGINIA AND OHIOPROFIT MADE IN "Remembrance Parks" for Italy's Deadapiece three cheers for Mayor Bob !'
Somehow, with his row of books con
7 URGE BETTER SIRES
Second-Han- d
Heart Throbs tinually slipping under his arm, theyoung mayor made one round of the
other tables and managed to get rid
of fifty or sixty dollars, managed also
LAMBINGSEASON
Little Extra Cace by Shepherd at
Two States Have Been Active in
to make each group of saleswomen feet
.i f Improving Stock. By JANE OSBORN that he had bestowed a little more
attention, a little more favornble com-
ment on their table, and he even carl, lii'i, by McOlure Newsimpar Syndicate.)This Critical Period Will Be
Repaid Later On. illMiwIpIlli"Mother, dear mother, you couldn'tNebraska, Kentucky, Washington,South Carolina and Vermont Are ried oft a huge baby doll from thetoy booth, refusing to have It wrapped,causing the enormous amusement ofreally expect me to go to that hospitalfair this afternoon," protested MollySates, between bftes of tonst and sinsAlto Actively Engaged inDrive to improve Animals. all the ladies all by this time firmGRAIN FEED CAUSES TROUBLE and true political supporters of Mayor
(Prepared by the United States Department
01 Agriculture.)
For more than a year the states ofUse of Small Individual Pen Pre
Virginia and Ohio have been unusual
ly active, as shown by United States
vent Other Sheep From Injuring
Young Animal Prevent Chill-In- g
In Cold Weather. Department
of Agriculture records, In
Improving their live stock by the use
of purebred sires. At the end of the
calendar year 1922 , Ohio showed aiFrepand by the United St&tee Departmentof Agriculture.) , . t
Bob Stockton.
Bob hurried out to his car, dumped
the baby doll, a pound of fudge, pin
cushions, sachets and dear knows what
else unceremoniously Into it and sped
home. At home he didn't take the
trouble then to remove the burden of
his purchase save the little pile of
books and with these he hurriedly
went to the privacy of his own study.
It had all come vividly back to him
by that time. Eight years ago he
must have been twenty then he had
selected this book from the selves of
a city book seller as the one most ap-
propriate to carry the message he
01 coffee and glances at "Beginners'
Latin" opened on the table before her.
"I don't get through at high school
until two and, believe me, It's no cinch
leaching Latin when you haven't
studied It for three or four years and
uever knew very much then. I told
'em at the board that I'd rather take
math or even history than Latin, but
It's the only vacancy they had at the
high, and of course I didn't want to
teach grade school If I could help.
So you see I just can't go It'll take
me two hours to get tomorrow's les-
sons prepared and dear knows when
I'll have time to correct any papers.
"Of course I'm interested in the
hospital. You know I sent them $5
and I'd have loved to have dressed a
doll or something If I'd had time; and
"Remembrance Parks" are being established throughout Italy wherein are ulanted trees named for everv aoldlefThe lambing season is a busy time(or tba shepherd, as the percentage of of Italy who died In the World war. Not a single fallen hero la forgotten. The movement Is fostered by Prince
Humbert, heir to the throne, who has personally supervised thj dedication of the memorlul trees. The photograph
shows one of the remembrance parks.
lambs saved affects the profitableness
of the flock. Extra work at this period
will be well repaid, as a little care
given at the right time will result in
the saving of many lambs, and even
of some of the ewes that would other New Church Destroyed by Stormdared not express otherwise to thewise be lost, and will often thus great elghteen-ycar-ol- d idol of his dreams,ly Increase the amount of profit from Molly Yates. He looked at the fly leafthe flock, according to specialists of there was still the brief Inscriptionthe United States Department of Ag-
riculture.
Just you take those books upstulrs in
my room for the second-hun- d book
stall. I think that's a fine Idea. Who
wants to keep trashy books after read
all he had dared "For Molly from
Bob."Ewes which have been well cared
for and which arrive at this season in
I
'dfc
That was when Bob was just going
- lfi tt'd - Jgood condition will give very little ing them once? Just you look throughmy bookcase take anything that is
cheap or trashy that you don't think
we'd want. I think everything on the
Only Good Bulls Should Head a Herdtrouble during lambing. It should be
remembered that only a small amount
of grain, approximately to
off to college. There had been let-
ters. Yes, Molly had even gone to his
Junior ball with him. But even then
Molly had made it clear that Bob had
a rival. Then somehow the affair had
spun Itself out. A few pieces of
total of 2,293 persons who had pledged two bottom rows would be all right
and when Mrs. Dawklns comes with
her car let her take them over."
themselves In writing to use purebred
sires for all classes of live stock
one-ha- pound per head per day,
should be fed to the ewes Just before
lambing, as heavy grain feeding at this raised. Virginia's total was 1,930. And after this monologue. Molly jewelry had
been returned, but not
that volume of "Heart Throbs." Oc-
casionally Bob saw Molly now, but
time will often cause udder trouble. Early in January, Virginia filed with Dt" i , i i ibYates, feeling rather important overher recent appointment to teach atEven in flocks which have received the the department 104 additional pledges there was never anything but a very " TrTOM ew. ... wwi;vMBnw vrt ,v w o v, y in m mIn one day, thus passing the !WKX) formal greeting, a greeting that althe Mapleton high school, kissed her
mother and departed.
mark and narrowing the margin 'ton- 8? ,;s'- s- fitways left Bob with a queer feeling of K;. ,111 C - !l- - -slderably. Three blocks away this same hos rage or regret. And now he felt evenOther states similarly active in this more rage to think that Molly Yates
organized drive to improve their live
pital fair was under discussion at the
Stockton breakfast table, while Mrs.
Stockton and her son, the mayor ofstock are Nebraska, Kentucky, Wash
should cast off this book without even
taking the trouble to erase the In-
scription in the front.ington," South Carolina and Vermont yCurrent progress of the work in these Mapleton, broke their breakfast rollstogether in the stately dining room of
the old Stockton mansion.
best of care, it is usually necessary to
help some of the ewes deliver their
lambs. When assistance Is needed the
hands should be thoroughly cleansed
and rubbed with oil to prevent Infec-
tion and irritation to the ewe.
Ewe In Individual Pen.
Just before or Immediately after she
has lambed, each ewe should be placed
lu a small Individual pen. The use of
these pens prevents the other, sheep
from Injuring the Iambs and gives the
ewe a much better chance to "mother"
her lamb.
As soon as the lamb is delivered the
shepherd should cleanse the phlegm
from the lamb's mouth and nostrils.
While Bob was thinking thus a veryand other states is shown by a report, This church, which had just been completed In Chicago, wus wrecked by the violent storm which swept
city recently, causing considerable damage.Just Issued by the bureau of animal "Now, Bob, dear," Mrs. Stockton agitated person had appeared at thesecond-han- d book booth. It was Molly'sindustry, and Is obtainable on re had suggested, "I know a man hates
a fair, but In your position"
mother. She had sent a book byquest. i . , ' "
"ENGLISH SPOKEN"mistake. Her daughter had discov-
ered the mistake. She must get It Passengers Escape by MiracleThat's so," said Mayor Bob, looking really interested. "The hospitalTO MEASURE FARM INCOMES fair begins today, and I do suppose
I ought to show my face."Nation-wid- e Survey Being Made to flrV i"Bob, Tm so glad you didn't mindDisoover Results of Farm my suggesting it. The ladies will beOperations. to gratified and since the ladlesvote"A nation-wid- e survey to discover the
"You r, you," laugheddollars and cents result of farm opera C4v j
'ill& v y f :
tions for the country as a whole In
back before It was sold. It was sold?
To whom? Mayor Stockton? What
relief! Certainly he didn't want the
thing, he Just bought It to spend his
money and he lived so near ! And off
hurried Mrs. Yates, so glad that the
book had fallen into Mr. Stockton's
hands. She had- forgotten, if she ever
knew, that Bob Stpckton had been one
of her daughter's admirers. They had
been numerous In those days. She hur-
ried to the Stockton house without re-
porting to her daughter.
A maid summoned Bob Stockton,
who by that time was, reading some
of the sentimental, n poems
that went to make up the contents of
the volume. He was rather glad for
Bob. "You'll hnve me governor yet,
niother mine. But honest, I'd made
op my mind to blow In and leave1922 Is now being made by the UnitedStates Department of Agriculture. hmybe SM.at the fair. They'd ratherThe survey, giving the facts of re have It that way than sent in a check.
But I'll have to go this afternoonceipts and expenses, is the first of itskind ever attempted, and Is part of a
permanent project to determine the
I've a 'committee this evening."
Bob Stockton wasn't quite so keentrend: bf incomes from farming, cur
rently from 1922 forward, and backo Sbout going to the fair as his speechmight have Indicated. He ratherdreaded the ordeal of drawing up toward, so far as available data will per any Interruption. Mrs. Stockton wasmit. The Burvey will show acreage, any of the booths to face the charge sitting In the drawing room, quite agifarm value, method of operation, pro or smiling saleswomen who would be tated. She explained : "It was with aso gratified to see the mayor and soduction, receipts and expenses on Indi-vidual farms. Compilations will he batch of books," she said. "My daugheager to be able to boast that they
made by sections of the country and ter said to tnke all the trash, and
goodness knows that was trash, butbad sold him a potted plant, a box ofalso by commodities. fudge, a tea cozy or a baby doll. when she found It was gone she was Hi eWaW.Viflr-- iiVfj MiiMAJSmiJmIn addition to a general question Bob Stockton glanced about the room so upset sold It was her dearest posnaire distributed among 60,000 of the from the vantage Doint of the entrance Although practically nil of the 20 passengers In the' enr suffered cuts orEwe and Lamb In Individual Pen. session. She is so tired I suppose
that's why she felt so upset. As mayordepartment's crop reporters,
a detailed hall of the big assembly room. He other hurts, none wus seriously Injured when Oils trolley car jumped the
track and fell 12 feet into the Portage river, at Oak Harbor, Ohio, carrying
the bridge span from the abutment as It crashed down.
Droaacast questionnaire win De sent wanted to see the lny of the land. DollBorne lambs when dropped, while ap to an farmers in counties wnere the tables and fancy tables were especialparently normal In every way, will department has already made, form ly embarrassing. He'd have to makefall to start breathing, but oftentimes business analysis studies. This year the rounds eventually,, o course, hetheir breathing . may . be started . by the special county work will include reasoned, but he'd begin somewhere Around the World by Motorblowing Into their mouth and nostrils, 16 areas, ten by mall and six covered The "Interpreter policeman" is thelatest addition io the Parisian policeelse. He saw at one end of the roomThe first few hours of the lamb'
you ought to look Into the way they
overwork the teachers. But now If
I can Just take back that book you
must let me pay for It my daughter
need never know It left the fair."
Bob got the book and Insisted on
taking Mrs. Yates back home. Then
he Insisted on talking to Molly alone.
"You really do care a little," Bob
began. "Molly dear "
"Yes, Bob, I haven't quite forgot
personally by department representa a table that looked like the outside force and here Is M. Henri Munzer,tives,
1 Crsx 13life is the most critical period throughwhich It passes. In cold weather carell required to prevent the new-bor- nlamb from chilling. In case a lamb be known as the most accommodating"cop" In Paris, detailed at the Placeexhibit of a second-han- d book dealer-ta-blescrowded with books in neatarray. It would be a simple matterTURKEYS IN HIDDEN PLACES de la Madeleine. He spenks Englishand the neat "English Spoken" bras- -to glance over these volumes and makea selection of a dozen or so not thatcomes slightly chilled it may usuallybe revived by wrapping In dry cloths
or by being placed near a warm Are Hens Often Steal Nests
In Patch of surd on his arm li a sign of hope to
lost, bewildered American and English
tourists.
ten," That was about all they said,
but when Mrs. Stockton slipped back
into the library five minutes later she
there'd be any book in the collection
that he'd ever want to read. Still It
would be easier than trying to make
for a short time. If badly chilled, how Weeds or Tall Grass Best Planto Confine Them.
ever, It may be necessary to Immerse
selection at a doll table. 106 YEARS OF AGETurkey hens are wont to "steal"
saw Molly and the young mayor stand-
ing solemnly there In the deep gloam-
ing. One of the mayor's arms was
nround Molly and Molly's pretty head
The two young women In charge of
the lamb for two or three minutes in
water which Is as hot as the hand can
bear, after which It should be wiped their nests in hidden places, such as a
patch of weeds, tall grass or thickas dry as possible, wrapped In dry
the second-han- d book stall were too
flustered at having their table the first
visited by the handsome young mayor
was resting on the mayor's shoulder.brush and often wander a half mile orcloths and placed In a warm room. Mrs. Stockton coughed nervouslymore from home before they find lo of Mapleton to start In any of the and Molly tried to free herself, but theLambs which are unable to stand
and suckle, and those which - have cations that suit them. To find these rapid-fir- sales talk that might have mayor did not permit. "We have youstolen nests often proves to be a long greeted Bob at any of the tablesbeen chilled, should be helped to se
and tedious task, the usual, method to thank," he said to Mrs. Stockton,
not In the least, embarrassed. "Nowmanned by the older, more experiencedcure a fill of milk as soon as possible. being to follow each turkey hen as she hands, bo Bob had a chance to letAfter they have suckled two or three may I ask for the hand of yourhis eyes run over the titles of thetimes and become thoroughly dry and separates from the flock and startstoward her nest, care being taken that books Just ns If It really made' anywarm they will stand considerable ' SiiyVTA"! - " 'she does not know she Is being fol difference which book he bought.lowed. A much easier, and quicker SHOES FOR MENhardship. .. , ...,Ewe Disown Lambs. ',' - The books seemingly had been armethod than this Is to confine the ranged according to colors and thenIf individual pens are used for the Fellows With Only One Koot Get The young American, Miss Vandervelde, and her brother, who are makinga tour nround the world for a prize of $1,000,000, have reached Barcelona,
Spain. The picture wus taken on their arrlvul at Barcelona and shows Miss
Vandervelde and her brother with a moving picture photographer.
hens early some morning soon after
they have come down from nest and
let them out late In the afternoon.
ewe and lamb, and the ewes are In good
condition so that they have sufficient
graded according to sizes In colors,
with the result that Bob's eyes ran
from a book on caring for pet dogs tonillk for their offspring, very few of
Choice Stock In Selecting
r ' "j Half Pair.
Wliere iflp the men buy
a volume on meditations! one on theThose that are laying will then headfor their nests in order to lay the eggs
they have been holding.
the lambs will be disowned. Young
ewes with their first lamb, and those Wrestling Alligators Is Simpleid poor condition, give the most trou
labor sltuntion fifteen years ago, to a
book of housekeeping a book of In-
structions for playing bridge, ten years
out of date to Bob's eyes caught the
their shoes?" the veteran proprietor
of a busy shoe store was asked, ac-
cording t6 the New York Sun.
If many turkeys are kept, the useble in disowning their lambs. In case
of, a breeding pen will be found a
great convenience. This pen should
a ewe refuses to own her lamb It often
helps to draw some of the milk and "When & man with one foot missing
rub it upon her nose and over the
title of the book next a twelve-mo- .
red volume with yellow letters that
said "Heart,. Throbs," From j, some-
where In the past of Bob's experience
drifted up shadows of a memory that
comes In we glve him his choice of
the stock 'in the selection of half a
pair," he said. "He may be fitted as
cover a sufficient area to allow the
turkeys some exercise, an acre for fif-
teen birds being none too large.. A
hog-tig- wire fence three feet high
Iamb. If she has lost her lamb she
may be Induced to adopt some dis-
owned one or a twin lamb by taking
m M l
carefully as the man with two feet
and have as much' liberty In adapting
his purchase to his personal tastes."
will hold most turkeys, and If any per-
sist in flying out the flight feathers of
one wing should be clipped. , Nests
brought the color mounting to his
cheeks and made his heart beat a little
fast.' He 'felt enormous embarrass-
ment and then chagrin. At least, he
Photograph of Dr. Herman Berry,
one hundred and six years old, of Chi-
cago. Doctor Berry was born in New
York In 1817 and came to Chicago two
!'What becomes of the other shoe?"
"That depends on the style. If hisshould be scattered" about the
' pen.
the skin from her own lamb and fast-
ening It over the one to be adopted.
The ewes should ba given, all. the
water they want immediately after
lambing, and care should be taken to
cut down on their feed, particularly
weeks prior to the World's fair. Hechoice means the breaking of a pair
SHIP. ONIONS LONG DISTANCE
INCREASING EGG PRODUCTION mportant That They Be Properly Ma
of normal type we have no difficulty
Iri' duplicating the shoe hVhas bought
by 'ordering , another shoe; - from the
factory. In a case as simple as that
we charge only a" trifle more than half
the price, of a. full palir-just enough
b- iXfc "" ' :
tured, : uieanea ana uraaea
practiced medicine until he was past
ninety. Doctor Berry says he Is glad
be is an old man eo that he won't have
to live even a part of his life In an age
when . people have forgotten how to
live, claiming that neighboring Is a lost
art and we run around witn not the
least bit of sociability in our lives.
concluded hastily, he could not
the volume before the simper-
ing gaze of the two young women be-
hind the counter. : So he lifted a doien
volumes from the table before him.
JT11 take this bunch," he snld. l'I
like red books.' No, never mind wrap;
pfng them. I'll Just put them In the
' ""' '' "car." " ,' ( .
There was a card bearing the'
"Fifty cents" on the table.
i, .J . . otarm Paeldnn.
to care for the additional expense ofIf properly matured,
"
cleaned and
placing an 'ordef for a single shoe. Ifgraded, ' onions may- be shipped long
Poultryman Should Make Use of Trap
Neat and Employ Systematio
; Method of Breeding. ',' '
'' 'w
The poultryman who would Increase
the average egg production of his
fowls' should employ the trap nest, at
least to tome degree, practice careful
selection always, and put into effect a
the style Is not standard, and we ex-
pect to have difficulty In replacing
distances. If they are shipped to
point outside of your state, they have
to be graded according to the stand-
ards adopted by the United States De
the shoe, we charge considerably more
than half price." ,
Henry Coppinger, Jr., of Miami, Fla.. who is known al) over the country as
Good Clean Labor.
"I hear, Si, that while ye were in
the city ye took up this here golf.
How'd y like it?"
'
"Wall, tol'able. It's a lettle harder
than hoein' corn an' a lettle easier
ian dlggln' potatoes." American
but Bob handed out a bill
and refused to take change. He had
(he book that Is all he realized. Inci-
dentally he had established the polltl-i'i-
allegiance of two young voters for
life. "Ten dollars for that handful of
partment of Agriculture. Before ship-
ping, you should know the financial
nf tha norsnn nr Arm vnn nra
'
' Cost of Education Soare,1' '
Education In Scotland costs three
times as much as before the war.
the "alligator boy," experiences little difficulty in wrestling alligators in the
water. He can handle any alligator up to bis own weight anywhere. The pic-
ture shows the "alligator boy" wrestling on of the monsters In the water.
systematic method of breeding which
will result In a more efficient; strain,
grain, for the first few days.
, "'jr;1'' t'zV':l''fyv,f?';'
J dealing with. '
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SAVED LIFE SAYS
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Buying Coal on the Installment Plan
MRS. WAGENAAR
Portland Lady Fell Off 40 Pounds,
but Declares Tanlac Restored
Her Fully.
"For nine years," declared Mrs. Ella
Wagenaar, 208 Graham St., Portland,
Ore., recently, "I was almost a nervous
wreck and never knew what It was to
feel well.
"I was suffering from a general
breakdown and, oh, It's Just impossible
to describe the pain and misery I en-
dured. My stomach was so disordered
I could scarcely retain a morsel of
solid food. I lost forty pounds and
was so weak I tottered like an infant
when I walked. Many nights I never
slept a wink, and I had weak spells,
when I fainted dead away.
"After spending over a thousand
dolfcrs trying to get well, my husband
finally persuaded me to take the Tanlac
treatment. Well, that was the turning
point, for all my troubles are gone
now, I have almost regained my lost
weight, and I've never enjoyed finer
health. I will always believe Tanlac
saved my life, and I'm so happy and
grateful that I Just can't help praising
It."
Tanlac Is for sale by all good drug-
gists. Over 85 million bottles sold.
Advertisement.
and summer when It is plentiful and
cheap, but persist In buying In the
winter, when It is dear and hard to
get. Perhaps because we live In a
h age of living, and not
everyone finds it convenient to buy a
whole winter's supply at once.
"We solved that by getting a bank
to carry our notes. We order our
coal in January, paying on Initial pay-
ment of 10 per cent of the estimated
cost, plus $1 a ton for a reserve fund.
The average winter's order was ten
tons. At $14 a ton, plus $1 per ton
reserve, made a total order of $150.
"The buyer pays $15 to the bank
In January, likewise In February and
March. His ten tons of coal will be
delivered in April. Then, with $45
on deposit, he gives the bank his note
for $105. Then he pays off In monthly
Installments of $15, and in October,
having paid a few dollars Interest, he
has his winter's supply of coal In the
cellar paid for."
The coal, says Stern, comes In car-
load lots direct from the mines. The
reserve fund is to pay Incidental ex-
penses of the conl committee and pro-
tect the bank against bad debts, and
the unused balance will be distributed
pro rata to the coal subscribers.
What the local retail dealer thinks
of this idea has nothing to do with this
story.
WASHINGTON, L. I. APORT
and a half a month for ten
months buys your coal, per ton, on
the Installment plnn if you live in
Port Washington.
Alexander Stern conceived the idea.
The Port Washington Taxpayers' as-
sociation put it into ptactlce. The
Port Washington National bank did
the financing, and 2G0 members of
the association are going to listen toi
the music of the chute as their next
winter's coal supply ruttles into 200 cel-
lars next April.
"Other towns are welcome to the
Idea ; it Isn't copyrighted," said Stern,
who is chairman of the taxpayers' coal
committee. "I think it will help to
solve our annual coal problem. It
means we get cheaper coal and cer-
tain coal.
"The whole trouble has been thnt
most people won't buy it In the spring
Moving Verse.
"I wonder why thnt poem keeps run-
ning in my head." "Exercising its feet,
I suppose."
By JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN Oukamakaokawaukeoiopiopio, 100 Years'IIIUSTIANITY has two great anni-
versaries each yeai" Christmas and
Easter. Yesterday all of Christian
fulth celebrated the birth of Jesus.
T. H. Echoes of theHONOLULU, into the present here
when Mrs. Kamaka Stillman, daughter
WOMEN OF
MIDDLE AGE
Relieved of Nervousness and Other
Distressing Ailments by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Brooklyn, N. Y.- -"I first took Lydia
E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound four
of the historic Lauhlue clan of Ha
waiian nobility, celebrated her one
hundredth birth anniversary at the
Tomorrow they celebrate the resur-
rection of Jesus. "Death la Bwal-Iowe-d
up In victory" on Easter Day.
"If any man would come after Me,
let him deuy himself and take up his
cross and follow Me."
So said Jesus to Ilia followers be
home of her daughter, Mrs. Helen
Stillman Oushlngham, at Walklkl.
Members of the clan gntnerea rrom
years agu, "
taking it now for the
Phonim of Life, andIllll!illil!ll!!lll!ll
all the islands to greet Mrs. Stillman,
who, despite her century of yeurs, still
carries keen nnd unimpaired the mem-
ories of missionary days and mon-
archical times In Hawaii.
other troubles and I
Born in 1823, at Awlnl, Kohala, is
land of Hawaii, Mrs. Stillman came
receive great benefit
from it. I am willing
to let you use my
letter as a testimo-
nial because it is the
truth T fnnnd vour
ra'TIlill WfMll ItllInto this life less than two years afterthe arrival of the missionaries, and alittle more than three years after the
death of Kamehameha the Great.
booklet in my letter
Mrs. Stillman has five children, 32
box ana reao n care-
fully, and that is how
I came to take thegrandchildren, 54
Vficretehle Comnound myself. It baaand four
who would become a mighty warrior
and a great chief to overthrow all
others. Thereupon, with these words
Alapal-nu- l caused a watch to be set
and commanded the child, when found,
should be killed. For this reason the
child was taken to the great Pall
I'aulaana at Awini, a precipitous
place, guarded by mountains and sea,
and placed In the care of the Chlef-tes- s
Kahnopulani, the
of Mrs. Stillman. It was In
commemoration of this event and the
words of Alapal the Great, that Mrs.
Stillman received her name.
As for the child of the story, he
was named Alea Kamehameha the
Lonely One, and became the conqueror
of all the Hawaiian Islands and the
first king of United Hawaii.
most of whom reside in Hawaii. Her
nnme Is reminiscent of Hawaiian his
tory, for her full name is Oukamakao-kawaulceoloplopl-
which means "pluck
Dff the young shoot of tne wauite wnne
It is still young."
This Dhrase was the saying of Al- -
apai-nu- l, king of all Hawaii, when he
hpnrrt from his astrologers that a child
given me quiet nerves so that I sleep all
night, and a better appetite. I have rec-
ommended it already to all my fnenda
and relatives." Mrs. Englem ANN, 2032
Palmetto St,Ridgewood,Brooklyn,N.Y.
For the woman suffering from nervoufl
troubles causing sleeplessness, head--
ache, hysteria, r,the blues," Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound will be
found a splendid medicine. For the
woman of middle age who is passing
through the trials of that period, it can
be depended upon to relieve the troubles
common at that time.
Remember, the Vegetable Compound
has a record of nearly fifty years of
service and thousands of women praise
its merit, as does Mrs. Englemann.
You should give it a fair trial now.
was to be born in Kohala of Hawaii
Mrs. Nora Mellon Takes a New Husband
HOPE I HAVE BET1LR igtgL- - Q C
UiCK THIS T-
-
A Misunderstanding.
"Is this a second-han- store."
"Yessum."
"Well, I want one for ray watch."
The mm with the largest library
tnranlly has the least time to read.
YORK Mrs. Nora Mellon,NEW wife of Secretury of the Sure Relief
FOR INDIGESTION
rrensnrv Andrew W. Mellon, has mar
was brought before parliament in
England on several occasions. Mr.
Mellon obtained a divorce In Pitts-
burgh in 1912, on grounds of desertion.
They were married in 1900.
Mrs. Mellon, before her marriage,
was Nora Mary McMullen, daughter
of one of the founders of the Guinness
Brewing company of Dublin, Ireland.
When Mr. Mellon instituted divorce
proceedings against her, she appealed
to King George and parliament, alleg-
ing that she was being deprived of her
rights as a British citizen. She ac-
cused her husband of violating an
agreement not to divorce her, made
In 1909, under which she received a
trust fund of $1,350,000 and $350,000
for their two children. Mr. Mellon
brought the suit on the grounds of In
fidelity, naming Alfred George Cur-phe-
an Englishman, as corespondent.
Sir Edward Grey, then secretary of
British foreign affairs, held that she
had forfeited her British citizen-
ship when she married. Mrs. Mellon
returned to the United States in the
spring of 1911 and was ejected from
the Mellon home In Pittsburgh on
court orders obtained by Mr. Mellon.
The children were given into his
ried Harry Arthur Lee, a New York
art dealer. When Mr. and Mrs. Lee
nhtn inert their marriage license the
bridegroom gave his age as thirty and
fore He went to Ills death on Calvary. Later they
saw Illm flinching beneath the weight of the cross
as lie went forth from Pilate's judgment hall along
the Way of Sorrows to Golgotha. Still later they
saw Him dying on that cross. And finally they
aaw Illm risen from the dead on Easter Day.
To Jesus' disciples the cross symbolized the
power of imperial Home over those who offended
against her. Hume stood for material achievement,
for oppression. Jesus stood for spiritual things,
for love, for human freedom and brotherhood.
To the Christian of today Euster Is a celebra-
tion of the belief that Rome was wrong and that
Jesus was right. And he knows that he must car-
ry the cross, as well as cling to the cross.
Mnn Instinctively yearns for life beyond the
grave. "Till death do us part," reads the marriage
service. There are some who would have It so
that not even death can part them. Wrote Ilobert
Browning :
O, thou soul of my soul. I shall clasp thee again.
And with Clod bo th rest
Many feel that If there Is to be no future life
tor them then Is this earthly life a hideous Iniquity,
a prodigious failure. Wrote Tennyson:
Thou wilt not leave u In the dust;
Thou madcst man, he knows not why,
He thinks he was not made to die;
And Thou hast made him. Thou art Just
It seems Inconceivable thnt mnn should toll up-
ward with sweat and travail until a Lincoln could
lay, "With malice toward none, with charity for
all" and then should come annihilation. Wrote
Darwin :
It Is an Intolerable thought that man and all other
entlent beings are doomed to complete annihilation
after such a and slow process.
So the Christian of today sees In Easter the an-
swer to the ages-ol- d question; "If a man die, shall
he live again?"
This is an old, old earth and mnn has lived long
upon It so long that he celebrated Easter ages
before Jesus died upon the cross and rose from
the dead. The Easter that man celebrated before
Christianity came was an Instinctive expression
o his Joy thnt winter was over and spring was on
the way. To him the sun, If not God himself, waa
light and warmth and springing life. So nt or
near the vernal equinox early man celebrated the
change In the seasons that renewed his slender
lense on life and comfort.
Mnn Instinctively turns to a god, If not to the
God. In the beginnings of the race man saw god
In light and darkness; henrd god In the thunder
and the wind; felt him In the manifold manifesta-
tions of nature. I'erhnps most of all early mnn
saw god In the sun thnt drew nenrer In the spring
and gnve light and heat and food. So It Is no
wonder thnt modern roan rejoices as of old at the
coining of spring. He would sing. If he could, with
Bliss Carman:
Well 1 know
The aun will Milne again and spring come back
Her ancient, glorious, d way,
And gladness visit the green earth once more.
Kor many a city mnn does Berton Itrnley speak
when he sings of the tunes of the first street
piano of the spring:
They build me a vision of meadows Elyslan.
Of brooklets that babble and breezes that croon,
nd wistful and tender young spring In her splendor
Comes dancing to me on the wings of a tune.
Russell Mott, a poet of long ogo, spoke for all
nature lovers when he wrote:
Oorfde helpe alle good adventurers
Who love Mranpe roa'la aae well,
YVhoH prysonne ys a city street.
Whose counting-hous- e a celle;
Send them a safe drllveraunce,
That each may lyte his fyre,
With only the etarres for gaolers
Inne the lande of hys desyre.
So It Is that on Euster morn offers
a lure for many that no church can equal.
Easter morn at sunrise, should you be In Los
Angeles and one of those lured by the
hasten to Eagle Rock park. You will find many
others going your way and you will come to a vnst
crowd on Eagle Rock, surmounted by a cross and
6 Bell-an- s
Hot water
Sure Relief
the bride hers as forty-fou- Mr. Lee
served with the Red Cross during the
World war. His blond hair, regular
features and military bearing caused
reporters to agree he was "a good look-
ing fellow," not very tall. Mrs. Lee
overtops him Just a bit. He has been
living over his art shop, In a small
worshiping (Jod in Ills holy temple, with naught
betweeu the worshipers and Ills blue heaven. And
If the refulgent sun seems In some sort god to
you, feur not that It Is disloyalty to the true God.
It Is but the Instinct of prehistoric ages working
In you. And He will not be offended.
And If you be In New York city and the lure
works on you, make you way to Central park very
early Euster morning. For there on the Mall shall
you find a greut concourse of to
whom the lure wus equally strong. Who will lead
the worship I do not know, except that It will be
some worthy leader. Last Euster morn he was the
Rt. Rev. Herbert Shlpman, suffragan bishop of the
Protestant Episcopal diocese, former army chap-
lain.
Now, docs the lover of Mother Nature,
Up In the mountains, high In the Rockies,
Seeing a moving blue in the aspens.
Hearing a twitter sweetly familiar,
Say to his comrade: "Lo, the first bluebird!
Spring Is upon us springtime, with Easter.
Winter Is ended. Jesus la risen.
Let us go worBhlp where shows the snow cross
High on the mountain, Holy Cross Mountain."
This Easter a few hardy spirits, able-bodie- d nnd
In love with the will worship on the
slope of the Mount of the Holy Cross in the Col-
orado Rockies. Around them will be stream and
lake and forest and naturul scenery unsurpassed.
And above them, boldly drawn In everlasting snow
against the naked granite of the great peak, will be
the Holy Cross In glistening white.
Next Easter morn there will be many more wor-
shipers and thereafter the number will yearly In-
crease. For under the Holy Cross on the slope of
the mountain has been established a devotional
center In the form of a camp. Thousands have
come under the spell of the mountain's giant cross
and thousands have asked for this devotional camp.
So it is being established nnd developed, for the
benefit of all. Both Protestants and Roman Cath-
olics are Interested. All are invited to come and
worship nt a shrine with, as John Mnsefleld says,
A beauty perfect, ripe, complete,
That art a own hand could only smutch
And Nature's self not better much.
Dr. Johnson wrote thnt the mountnlns were so
much hopeless sterility "dismissed by nature from
her care." But Dr. Johnson was wrong. Ail the
world loves the mountains or would, If it knew
the mountnlns. And they are Indeed lovely In the
spring. Wherever there is water there are aspens
and their tender green Is chnrmlngly offset by the
darker green of the evergreens. Light and dis-
tance paint the scene with the gorgeousness of a
painter's pnlette. Distance turns the greens Into
lilac, mauve, blue and Indigo. Gorges, deep and
dark, take on purple shades. The shadows cast by
moving clouds mnke fnsclnntlng changes in the
color scheme. The sunset skies are startling in
their crimsons and golds. And (lawn in the moun-
tains is a thing of henuty nnd therefore a Joy for-
ever. The naked granite of the high peaks blushes
ruby red under the first rnys of the sun and If a
peak is the beauty is enhanced. As
the shadows lengthen or shorten on the forested
slopes there Is an play of color.
Yes; Dr. Johnson was wrong. As John C. Van
D' ke says In "The Mountain," "Mountains are the
spots where we get once more back to nature's
heart after a lifetime spent in the dreary Londons
of the world."
The Mount of the Holy Cross (13,078) Is world-famo-
because of Its cross of snow that forms the
crowning touch of Its majestic beauty. The up-
right of the cross mensures nhout 1,200 feet and
the beam about 200 feet. Its snow is everlasting
and may be seen for mnny a mile. The mountain
Itself can he seen on a clear day from Longs peak,
a hundred miles to the north.
Holy Cross gives Its name to the Holy Cross
National forest, which Is under charge of the for- -
ELL-A-M S
254 AND 75 PACKAGES EVERYWHERE
'walk up" apartment on the third
floor.
C&rOZZAZlO -
est service of the Department of Agriculture, The
Mount of the Holy Cross has hitherto been little
visited because of its comparative inaccessibility.
In 1916, however, the forest service constructed a
new trail up the side of the mountain, so that It
Is now possible to ride on horseback to within a
mile of the summit. The starting point of this
trip Is Red Cliff, and the Intervening distance to
the peak, 12 miles, can be covered In from five to
six hours under favorable weather conditions. Near
the foot of the peak, where the trail leaves Cross
creek, a shelter cabin has been constructed for the
convenience of visitors essaying the climb. The
trip from the cabin to the summit may be made
on foot in from two to three hours. The vast pan-
orama of snow-cln- d mountain peaks, evergreen for-
ests, and rolling valleys which greets the eye after
this arduous ascent Is one of Impressive grundeur.
In ascending Holy Cross to the foot of the cross
the visitor passes through five different and distinct
tree zones. TImberllne Is at 11,500 feet. And all
the way up are flowers; In season the alpine
meadows above tlmberllne are most gorgeous of
all with their myriad blossoms In mlniuture. In
Rocky Mountain National park, a hundred miles
to the north, have been collected and identified
289 species of flowers, 21 species of trees and
flowerless shrubs and 50 species of ferns, grasses
and rushes.
At Easter time on the eastern slope of the Col-
orado Continental Divide the flower of flowers Is
the pnsque flower. Pascha Is the Greek form of
the Hebrew pesach, from pasach to pass over.
As Easter Is the Christian equivalent of the Jew-
ish Passover the flower Is well named. It Is one
of the buttercup family and a cousin to the anem-
ones wind flowers. It grows in clusters that
often number eight or ten blossoms. The flower
stands eight or ten Inches from the ground. Often
the star-shape- d blossoms are almost 24 Inches
across. They range in color from almost purple
to almost white, with a fascinating variety of
shndes, all of which may occur in the same cluster.
In the mountains a fall of light snow corresponds
to the spring ruin of the plains. In my common-
place book I And this, under date of Easter Sun-
day:
"A foot or so of light snow fell last night At
10:30 this morning I took a broom, a basket and
a long knife and started out to gather my Easter
flowers.
"Easter flowers! Certainly. I know an open
space near my log cabin where w ere growing thou-
sands of pnsque flowers and many buttercups nnd
here and there a violet. I had wandered among
them before the snow came, enjoying their beauty
to the full.
"I plodded off through the snow to che 'Kit Car-
son Corner' close to the camp ef that famous
frontiersman on a beaver-trappin- g expedition In
the Fifties. There I began sweeping off the snow
In Eigzag fashion. Soon I found pasque flowers
In such numbers that I grew hard to please and
filled my basket with the largest and most perfect
They were none the worse for the snow. But the
buttercups and violets were forlorn. The next day
the snow was all gone and the field was brilliant
with paique flowers, unharmed by their
Thn Mellon divorce proceedings be
came an international question, fol-
lowing their separation in 1909, and PilesConstitution and Polygamy Don't Mix
DENVER. A packed United States
court room listened to
Thomas Frederick Clucas, 133 West
Eleventh avenue, recite the preamble
Df the Constitution. Then Clucas sat
flown and waited confidently for the
final Judicial approval entitling him to
American citizenship. Then came a
truel question.
are usually due to strain-in- g
when constipated.
Nujol being a lubricant
keeps the food waste soft and
therefore prevents strain-
ing. Doctors prescribe Nujol
because It not only soothes
the suffering of piles but
relieves the Irritation, brings
comfort and helps to re-
move them.
Nujol Is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative so
"Do you favor polygumy?" nsked
P. C. Emmerlck, official questioner.
"Yes," said Clucas.
The monosyllable wrecked Clucas' cannot gripe. Try it today. IS
hopes of citizenship. Succeeding
nuestlons on anarchy, sovietism and
other states not conducive to the
health of the present government,
showed that Clucas also would have
Insisted on being an anarchist and a
most rabid radical because the terms
were "ail very strange" to him, he
aid.
I
.I. mni, Ami lIM ill Mil . fI I
and on account of his wife, who, it
is alleged, was convicted in Police
court here on charges of bootlegging.
Ho insisted that he was not aware of
her activities In this regard, but failed
to convince the court.
Francisco Perri, an Italian, 3141 Na-
vajo street, was denied citizenship
when lie admitted to the court that
his wife was in Italy, that he had
not brought her over with him and did
not intend to.
Johan Bonovlch, a Hungarian, also
failed. "Did you ever leave the Unit-
ed States since you've come over
here?" Emmerlck asked.
"Yes once," replied Johan,
'We cannof grant citizenship until PARKER'SHAIR BALSAM
d
BaaUMa Color and 1
fou study and learn more about Ameri-ta- n
history and civil government,"
mid Judge Symes In denying his peti-
tion. ,
Baarjtr to Gror and Faded Haiti
toe. and ILOOat imrolsui
nwaoi Chum, mi. Fatcfannt. V. T.
Also denied citizenship was Tony HINDERCORNS itorooaoo, oai.few. atop all piUa, awtmo aoarforl to to(. aua valilnc aaar, U br nail or at LrsarCllliff, a Serbian, 2927 Umatilla street, jajawlaal worxa,raBnoAna. JL z.
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
a- - a WAS HERE BEFORE COLUMBUS
CLAY Claims Put Forward That Danish
Navigator Landed on the Amerl-ca- n
Continent In 1476. wMMf Your Skin is So Fragrant . A
I
I
ISomething to Think About
By F. A. TDALKER
By DOUGLAS MALLOCH
mmffl aTlu juwviu. .aSeveral months ago Dr. Sofus Lnr--.4
fUCIAI. IIUM1 BHJHUCfcJ aecured It
you mrnttua tbiu paper whn nrltlnilflrma belon.
UOUM-AM.IC- ll JEWELRY CO.
Mfg. and repairing. All order promptly
attended to. Bat. 1871. 16th & Champa.
ri.RANRRS AND DYF.n.
A MAN, they say, is made of clay;TTnrlmihtorllir It'o trtia
But then one finds bo muny kinds
THE STEP BEYOND Of clay now haven't you?the fancy, or a laxity of activity, we
find ourselves at the crucial moment
sen of the University of Copenhagen
reported having discovered among old
Portuguese and Danish documents, evi-
dence that John Scolvo or Scolf, a
Danish navigator, reached the Ameri-
can continent and landed there In
1476, 10 years before Columbus
sailed.
According to Doctor Lnrsen's ac
Along the creeks are yellow streaks
weary of the chase. Of clay that wouh'i't do.
So we sit In the inviting shade of
a friendly nook, while our more am I know the mushy sort of slush
bitious rivals steal a march upon us Would never make a man;
yijwjW Each cake of Cashmere Bouquet Soap 5
Wjjfiw! holds the perfume of a thousand fra- -
yMffl grant petals. For three generations, lovely$nf a women have enjoyed its purity. ,
A sensible recipe for lovely complexions g
mffl is rain water and this pure soap.
W COLGATE'S Q
W Cashmere Bouquet Soap
jfcv ji kre size 35c - c&ilWMff Medium size, ioc 9aVSrm V Luxuriou. rvTrIT 5 kffl Lptshmere!) f
He'd fall apart before you start,
a step beyond the barriersJUST have so long defied us, and
we are sure of our ground, certain of
realizing our fondest hopes, and
marching on and on with the victors.
The thought thrills us with elation,
but how hard it is to make the final
stride when we are worn and weary.
Human nature Is prone to lose cour
count, the Portuguese prince, Henry
the Navigator, after his twentieth at-
tempt to reach India by sailing
Would crumble In the pan.MIurtry Paints That's not the ditch of clay in which
and capture the prize, only a step
beyond our impatient reach.
The blame is our own. But the
truth never penetrates our Souls until
the clear perspective ot years gives
us a sharper vision which enables us
Humanity began. around the lower end of Africa hnd
succeeded, conceived the idea that
sMps could reach another part ofVARNISHES And In the yard Is clay so hard,
So shrivelled up and dry, India by sailing northward across the
Atlantic. He got in touch with ChrisDENVER, COLO. So rough and cold with musty mold
And full of alkaliSold by Leading Dealer
age when the chase is tiresome.
It Inclines to become disheartened
when carefully worked out plans and
calculations fail Immediately to pro-
duce anticipated results.
The fatal fault with most of us Is
No love nor wit could soften It
tian of Denmark, his brot
and asked him to assist In dispatch-
ing an expedition from Denmark inYou wouldn't even try.
JOS. I. SCHWARTZ, Jewelry. Diamonds,
watch repairing:. 1000 Sixteenth Street. But there is clay beside the way
sweh of a northwest passage to
India. Christian fell In with the plan
and chose John Scolvo, an experi
That's solid yet will bend,
lack of patience, coupled with an Incl-
ination to be governed by Impulse
rather than reason at the turning mo-
ment when everything is dependent
on calmness and firmness of purpose.
That gives and takes the kind thai enced, competent sailor, to nllnt- thpmakes
ship. Finally the ship reached theA fellow and a friend,
to see our folly.
It is not until then that we fully un-
derstand our shortcomings.
To make amends for our own de-
ficiencies, we proceed to pass around
advice to our intimates, which, as a
rule, falls on barren ground. They
know us!
There Is hut a step between suc-
cess and failure, likewise but a step
between hope and despair. When the
occasion comes for action very few of
us, alas, know how to make the step,
though It is Inviting nnd has an air
of simplicity.
And yet there is probably no other
movement more vitally Important to
man's future success than the step
Just beyond.
( by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
Commercial inquiries answered and
Information gladly furnished without We Incline to haste when we should That, once you choose, you never lose,
coast of Labrador in safety, and
found a harbor in what Is now called
the Gulf of St. Lawrence.That holds until the end.cost. Address any firm above.
Cost of Education In Colorado.
go slowly and take accurate account
of our energy, where we should con-
serve it, that our minds may not be
filled with fear and finally overcome
So don't begin with clay too thin,
.Nor start with clay too thick. The Reason.
"I make my children mind, or know
Denver. The average annual cost of
education per pupil In Colorado pub
The plastic kind you'll always findwith sickening apprehension. the reason why I" declared GaD JohnThe best to do the trick.In business, as )n love, most of our Just add a hand of good, old sandlic schools, based upon average daily
attendance, Is $129.98, according to
nim am .i m - .miserable failures result from our re son of Itumpu8 Kldge to the gents as-sembled in the crossroads store.And then you'll have a brick I
Well, what Is the n'tu reasoncompilations made by the State Immi fusal
to consider seriously the step
beyond. by
McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
why?" sarcastically inquired old mangration Department for use In the For some paltry reason, a whim of socRery.Colorado Tear Book. The average cost (n SCHOOL DAUS II A I "They gener'ly don't want to : Hint'sD: the confound 'em! reason why I"Kansas City Star.based upon totul enrollment In theschools Is $91.10. These averages arefor the school year ending July 1,
and are calculated from data con The man who considers himself one
tained in the records of the state su
f t. ki wf uvt eniHorKitKiXL, JSflfi bj-- i;
ru. vtit. saxaz He dmumc mt fntfrei mi mt ,, tsa? J t?ysi
. Mi u. Hesea. ftju. wf wut tow oirtWW VIlN.VOO STICK A
tS jt TIlsM 'Each tveuo MO Z5mR&UncommonSense JOHN BLAKE In a thousand naturally regards the foil iULniuimitfflfflrcperintendent of public instruction. other 999 as mere ciphers. ..'w w jwv1They are based upon total expendi-tures for school purposes for the year It's pleasanter to be hopeful : that'swhy so few of us are pessimistic.
- revs1"THE NEXT HURDLEand may Include some expendituresfor permanent Improvements which are
not properly chargeable to the cost of
VTneRtaocsj' lM rnts: 1 SI gentsin past achievement gives Gives Charming New Shade to Old LingeriePUTNAM FADELESS DYES dyes or tints as you wisheducation for the current year. Totalexpenditures reported for the year A vnn pnnflflanrp. Tint von enn phs--ily have too much of It.were $19,670,543. Life is a good deal' like a hurdle Itlghteous indignation is Just as un HOLD CONVERSE BY SIGNSCosts In Denver are above the aver At a inuslcale entirely of "records"
no one has to compliment anybody.comfortable as any other kind.race. The next hurdle doesn t look
so high when you have taken three or
four like it. But It Is the next hurdle, HOW'S THIS?
age for the state, being $102.25 and
$156.26, respectively. Highest costs,
ihowever, are found In rural districts,
iwhere attendance is comparatively
BALL'S CATARRH MFniriWTB rfiinot the last one, that you must think
about. do What We Claim for It rid vour avatam
of Catarrh or Deafneaa caused byCatarrh.However gracefully you cleared thesmall. In Sun Juan county for exam
Watch Cutlcura Improve Your Skin,
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cutlcura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment in five minutes
with Cutlcura Soap and hot water. It
Is wonderful whnt Cutlcura will do
for poor complexions, dandruff, Itching
and red, rough hands. Advertisement,
HALL'S CATARRH MFnWNB! mn.last one, your problem is getting over
the one Just ahead. ateta of an Olntmnnt whloh Ont.UIir
Take advantage of all the confi
Relieves the catarrhal Inflammation, andthe Internal Medicine, a Tonic, which
acta throuRh the Blood on the MucousSurfaces, thus aaalatlog to reatore nor-
mal condltlona.
ple, the average cost based upon at-
tendance is $213.63, and in Saguache
county, where many of the children
are transported long distances to
school, and where excellent facilities
are provided, the average cost based
dence you can get out of what you
How English Weavers Make Them-
selves Understood Amid the Deaf-
ening Din of Heavy Machinery.
Among Lancashire weavers there Is
a soundless system of communication
which has been In use for generations.
Amid the crash of the machinery
when no humnn valce could be heard,
the workers converse easily with one
another by means of lip movements
and signs made by the hands. Knowl-
edge of the weavers' language Is a
necessity to the craftsman and the
little "tenters" study it along with
their lessons in weaving. Usunlly the
first tiling learnt Is the time of day.
have done. But always remember
that It Is what Is still to be done, that
Is going to count.
Sold by drug-gist- for over 40 Tears.F. J. Cheney ft Co., Toledo. O.
Napoleon Irritated his boasting gen SURELY HAD A BUSY DAY
upon attendance is $226.44. In Park
county, where average attendance la
very low compared with enrollment,
the average annual cost based upon at-
tendance Is $203.49, which is the high
erals by answering their stories of
battles won with the query, "And
what did you do the next day?" Novelist Must Have Been Kept Fully
For the Man of the House.
Equipping an electrical den for the
man of the house is a project that
will not require ns much money as
one may think. These are some of
the things that go with it: An electric
log fireplace, an electric cigar lighter,
a humidifier that clears and perfumes
the air of every taint of tobacco
smoke, and even In these days the
electric cocktail mixer cannot be over-
looked. Other articles for the den
It is hard to be able to bask In theest for any county. Total school Employed, Judging From theResult of His Labors.
'English novelists are effete. They
pendltures reported for the county,
however, are only $41,602,
light of past accomplishments. Pleas-
ant it is to sit back, after doing some-
thing difficult, and admire ourselves
for doing it.
A forefinger crooked nnd held up, then
four fingers held up, signifies a qunr-te- r
to four. If the crooked finger
moves to either side It means a quar
Uw TSef drter,
y 1 Copyright go
in too much for style. There's a
lack of red blood in their work.
The lowest average cost based upon
attendance reported is for Baca coun-
ty, being $41.07. Attendance In this
ter past four. The pupil watches theBut life Is like a moving sidewalk. 'At a dinner in a country inn
where we were staying together, IHas Anyone Laughed
movements of the lips. At first he
can only comprehend their mennlng
when the words are simple and the
You have got to keep up with it or
get off. And we are all born with an
Instinct that prompts us powerfully
county is rather large compared with
the school population, which reduces
the average cost Total expenditures
said one evening to an Eugllsh nov-
elist :
not to get off. movements are exaggerated. In a sur-
prisingly short time, however, he
At You
Because
'Well, I dashed off 8,000 words toreported for the county are $142,640.
are a clock that never has to be
wound, and an immersion heater
which may boll water for a hot drink
or for shaving In ten minutes. Ills
couch can be fitted with an electric
comfort which covers It entirely, and
a softly shaded rending light will
surely be a most welcome companion
at his shoulder.
ETHEL ft.
PEYSERKeep your eye on the next hurdle. day. What did you do?' Is able to talk to his fellow workConejos county ranks next to Baca,
with an average annual cost based up 'Oh, I was Immensely busy,' said
up a little higher. If you have done
one Job well, find a tougher Job, and
do thnt better.
.That is what makes progress, and
progress is necessary to the prosper-
ity and happiness of every human be-
ing Just as it is necessary to the pros-
perity and happiness of the whole hu-
man race.
There will be plenty of hurdles to
take. But when you have taken one
make ready for another. For success
men with perfect ease, during the InThat
Is the hurdle that Is of vital in-
terest to you. It Is the one on which he. I corrected the proofs of my tervals when the looms do not need all
of his attention.new essay.
on attendance of $63.20. The percent-
age of attendance here is low in com-
parison with the total number of chil
you must concentrate an your cour-
age and all your energies. 'Make any changes?' I asked.
'I made one very importantFor if you don't get over it, you are
out of the race, and all the hurdles
dren of school age, perhaps because
of the very considerable number of
Mexican children In the county. The
change,' - he said. T took out a
comma.'you have taken before have gone for
nothing. T couldn't help giving a disgustedpercentage of attendance based upon
enrollment, however, Is comparatively
Is Just one hurdle after another, and
the man who takes them as they come
is the man who wins out.
(Copyright by John Blake.)
laugh.
A Wordy Picture.
The little girl of eight had returned
from school and was telling her par-
ents about the picture they were go-
ing to get for their room at schooL
"Well," said she, "it Is a picture of
Washington, I think, giving up his
sword nnd going back to be a human."
If you have had a little success,
'And Is that all you did all day,' Imake it a big success. Put the hurdlehigh.
said 'take out a comma?'
Both Are Still at Large.
"If there were 500 brave men In
Tetrograd," Carl Radek, the Bolshe-
vist Journalist, once said to Lenlne,
you would be put in Jail."
The man who ruled Russia with
an iron hand received this sally
calmly.
"Some comrades may go to Jail," he
said slowly, "but on the basis of prob-
abilities it is more likely that I will
send you to Jull than that you will
send me."
Average costs of education per pu
"'Oh, no,' said he. After deep re
YOU LIKE TO ARGUE? '
You may be a bore or you
may not with this propensity.
Yet If you control It well you
are a stimulating person to have
about. Nothing Is better for a
crowd of d folk than
to have such as you around.
You can argue on whether the
moon has flowers, or rocks have
life, or babies have rights, or
women have hearts, or anything
but politics and religion and
still be popular and amusing.
Argument and discussion can bo
the pep of a party if no one
gets huffy,
SO
Your y here is:
YOU KEEP THE CROWD
AMUSED AND INTER-
ESTED
( by McClure Newipaper Syndicate.)
flection I put the comma back.'"1
pil has been advancing rather rapidly
in Colorado for the past few years, but
the Increases for the past yeur were
not so great as for several previous
Married Life.
"Well, how's married life? DoeaOpportunity sometimes looks paleTtlot tier's Cook Booyears. gray, because embracing it means somuch hard work. your wife Judge you harshly?" 'Tinon probation most of the time,"
Automobile Damage Locomotive,
!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii:!i;iOmaha, Neb. Charles C. Hacker of TT
The man who holds down the ladderCouncil Bluffs, la., who sued the Chi-
cago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad at the bottom la frequently of lust, aamuch Bervlce as the man at the top.
The mother In me home who Is faithfulCompany for $4,150, following a colli to her duties is as Invaluable as the
breadwinner outside.sion between his automobile truck and
a locomotive near York, Neb,, was or -- O-
half cupful of finely chopped raisins
and two tablespoonfuls of finely-e- d
candled ginger. Mix, and when
:e right consistency sprend on but-- l
bread. Serve with afternoon tea.
Porcupine Apples.
Select apples of uniform size and
which will cook tender without losing
their shape. To half a dozen apples
prepare a sirup in which to cook them.
Better Vision.
ust think what ,
you've been missing
Tl ITANY people deny themselves the comfort
dered by a District Court jury to pay
the railroad company $1 for damage to
FOOD FOR THE FAMILY
NICE little company sandwich
which Is different, and servedthe engine.
Upon retiring, as she seemed very
wide awake, I told my little girl to
close her eyes and count the sheep
going over the fence. She closed her t mmwith a cup of cocoa or coffee will beenough for light refreshments Is eves tightly. A little later I dancedInvite Women to Have Equal Voice.Des Moines, la. By an almost unan Chicken Salad Rolls. mm, iciiuer uecmuie wan quurtereu, at her and she had her eyes wide open,Mix one cupful of cooked chicken, looking up at the celling. I said : "Paimous vote, the Iowa Senate invited
the women of Iowa to have equal voice tricia, I thought I told you to closeone cupful of chopped celery and
one-ha- lf
cupful of chopped green olives
with three tublespoonfuls of mayon your eyes
and count sheep?'' "I can
blnnched almonds, Btlcklng them Into
the apple as thick as desired. Pour
the sirup around the npples and bake
until the nuts are lightly browned.
Serve as dessert with cream. The cen-
ters may be filled with bright colored
in the management of the party in that
state, throughout the organization see them better with my eyes open,"
she replied. Chicago Tribune.naise dressing, seasoning highly withfrom precinct committeemen to mem-
bers of the state central committee. salt and cayenne. Cut small rolls Into O-halves, remove the soft centers, spread Jelly nnd they may be arranged on a
platter if desired, with a spoonful ofwith softened butter and fill with the
salad; press the halves together or$1,000,000 Roundhouse Fire., cream whipped stiff on each.
1VX of a hot drink with meals, because they
find coffee and tea detrimental to health. For
many, the drug element in coffee and tea irritates
the nerves, retards digestion and often prevents
natural, restful sleep.
If this fits your case, try Postum. This pure
cereal beverage supplies all the pleasure and
satisfaction that a hot mealtime drink can give-invigo- rating
warmth, fine aroma and delicious
flavor. And you can enjoy it in the full assurance
that it cannot harm health.
PoStUIll FOR HEALTH
serve open with the tops garnished toMonett, Mo. The Frisco roundhouse
lult the taste. ,
1928, Western Newspaper Union.)For the Cooky Jar.
and machine shops, together with sev-
en engines, one car of coal, a tank cor
of fuel oil and pumps to Frisco deep
wells were destroyed by fire at Mon-
ett with a loss estimated to be approx-
imately $1,000,000.
Take one cupful of shortening, two
cupfuls of sugar, two eggs, one cupful li SSL
"
GAMINE
of milk, three and one-ha- lf cupfuls of
flour, a teaspoonful of flavoring, a little
salt and one teaspoonful of bakingBabe Given Name of.
St Augustine, Fla. A new and
modern angle on the stories of old
powder. Mix, chill and roll as thin as
possible. Sprinkle the tops with sugar
Just before going into the oven. For
variety cut with a doughnut cutter,
prlnkle with sugar and cinnamon and
add three halves of almonds, points
"There's a Reason"
Your grocer sells Poatnm In two forau : Instant
Poatum (in tine) prepared Instantly in the cop
by the addition of boiling water. Postum
' Cereal (In packages) for thoae who prefer to
make the drink while the meal is being- - pr.
pared) made by boiling fau 20 minutes.
Made by
Postum Cereal Co Ine Battle Creek, Mich,
King "Tut" is found in the christen-
ing of a small "king of Egypt" born in
St Augustine to Mr. and Mrs. Salem
Mussailem, the baby being given the
full name of The
baby's father was bom in Alexandria,
Egypt, and believing in reincarnation,
the old faith of the Egyptians, ha baa
named the boy for the great Pharaoh
whose tomb was recently discovered
near Luxor.
to the center at equal distances. These
are called sand tarts.
Raisin Butter Sandwiches.
Soften butter by working It with a
spatula or wooden spoon until creamy.
To one-ha- lf cupful of butter add one- -
iiltgfg!232A FAIRY 8T0RY"Pa, what la a fairy story?""One that ends with 'so they weremarried and lived happily ever
after."
" THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONright thereto and If such tax has beenTHE RESERVE ADVOCATE paid the County Treasurer shall re NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONDepartment of the Interior, U. S. LandOffice at Las Cruces. New Mexico.Department of the Interior, U. S. LandOffice at Las Crues, N. M., Februfund the amount paid to the personpaying same. If such exemption or
refund by the County Treasurer, the
March 19, 1923.
ary 28, 1923.Entered as second -- clasa matter at the post-offic- e at Reserve, New Mexico, Notice is hereby given that Orvalperson claiming same may petition
under set of Congrss of March 2, 1879.
xvotice is hereby given that John
I. Davis of Springerville, Arizona, who
on March 23, 1918 made OriginalHomestead Entry Serial No. 017562
M. West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,the District Court of the county with-
out cost to order the Treasurer to
YOUR
PROTECTION
who on January 22, 1920, made Home
stead Entry, No. 019244, for Lotmake such refund, and upon properSUBSCRIPTION RATES: SWKNWK Section 1: Lot 1. SE14proof the said court shall enter such
orders as may be necessary to affordOne Tear tn Advance .................(2.00 NEK,' Section 2, Township 4 S Range
20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filedsuch claimant proper relief. The
upon proper proof the court shall re County Treasurer shall Inform theCounty Assessor of the granting of
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before T. C. Turk
BILL quire the assessor to Insert his name
FULL TEXT OF SOLDIERS'
$2,000 EXEMPTION
House Bill No. ?56
any exemption to any person under
U. S. Commissioner, at Reserve, New
in the said list, but such application
to the assessor or a petiton to the
court must be made or filed prior to Mexico, on the 19th day of April, 1923.
the provision of this section and the
assessor shall Include the name of
such person In the list required by
Section 4 of this Act
Sec. 8. Any person claiming or
the delivery to the County Treasurer Claimant names as witnesses:
for NWtfNWtt Sec. 10; SWKSWtf,
SEKSWK, NEKSWK Sec. 3; and on
October 27, 1922 made additional
Homestead Entry No. 019830, for NE&,SNW, NEUNW4, Section 10;
NWHSWM, Lots 3 & 4; StfNWK
Section 3, all in Township 3 S Range
20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before D. B. Baca
United States Commissioner at Que-mad-
New Mexico, on the 9th day of
May, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Luther C. Trammell, Frank Crackle,
Wales Eubanks and James Mills, all
of Springerville, Arizona. '
Nemecia Ascarate,
Register
An Act to Provide Designated Tax
Exemptions for Certain Soldiers Chas. H. Boawell, Perry Hedrick,
Charles Hedrick and R. O. Btnnion,Sailors and Marines or Their Un
married Widows and for Certain all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
of the tax roil for the year for which
exemption is sought.
Sec. 5. Any soldier who shall be the
owner of more than $2,000.00 of pro-
perty subject to taxation In the state,
shall be entitled to designate the pro
knowingly receiving said exemption
with respect to property of which he
Is not the real owner, or any person
claiming or knowingly receiving said Register.
exemption when not entitled thereto
o
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIONperty in his tax return which shall be
In the Probate Court of Catron
by any trick, fraud, evasion or subterf-
uge, or any person who is not en-
titled to the said exemption and who County, New Mexico.In the matter of the Estate of Pedro
Almeraz, Deceased; Dennis E. Bearup,
Administrator,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONNotice is hereby given that the un
dersigned was on the ninth day of
shall secure or attempt to secure the
benefits of same by conveying his
property to a person entitled to ex-
emption under this Act with Intent to
secure said exemption to such person
not entitled thereto, and any person
violating any provision of this Act,
shall be punished by a fine of not less
than $500.00 nor more than 83,000.00
Department of the Interior U. S. LandJanuary 1923, duly appointed by the
Probate Court of Catron County, New Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Feb
ruary 13, 1923.
YOU NOT ONLY PROTECT YOUR
savings, but you get paid for doing so when you have
a savings account at this bank.
Money that's idle means money wasted. Put
your saving to work and watch the interest grow. We
watch both the pricipal and interest for you and re-
lieve you of all the banking worries.
Mexico, Administrator of the Estate Notice is hereby given that Luisof Pedro Almeraz, deceased.
Armljo y Serna, of Quemado, New
Mexico, who on December 21, 1917,or imprisonment in the penitentiary
exempt under this Act. If he shall be
the owner of property situate In more
than one county of the state and desires
to have property located in some coun-
ty other than the county of his resi-
dence exempt under the provisions of
this Act, he shall present to the as-
sessor of said county a certificate
from the assessors of the county of
which such person is a resident which
certificate shall be addressed to the
assessor of said other county and shall
show that such person is entitled to
the exemption provided by this Act
and the amount of property which
may have been exempted from taxa-
tion to such person here under in said
county of his residence. Said certi-
ficate shall be taken up by the asses-
sor to whom addressed and he Bhall
endorse thereon the amount of exemp-
tion allowed to the person presenting
some and shall return the said certi-
ficate to the assessor by whom it was
issued and said assessor shall note on
All persons having claims against
said Estate are hereby notified that
they are required to present and file
the same, duly verified, within one
made Homestead Entry, No. 016931,
not less than one year nor more than
three years or by both such fine and
year from the date of said appoint
Army Nurses and Prescribing Pen-
alties.
Be It Enacted by the Lesglsluture of
the State of New Mexico:
Section 1. "Soldier" shall mean
every honorably discharged soldier,
sailor, marine and army nurse resi-
dent of New Mexico and who served
in the armed forces of the United
States for thirty days or more at any
time in which the United States was
nfficlally engaged in, any war. Includ-
ing resident unmarried widows of
such soldiers, sailors and marines.
Sec. 2. Excepting, a dishonorable
discharge, or one for misconduct, any
discharge, including furloughs to the
reserve or order relieving a member
cf a reserve corps from active duty
shall constitue an Honorable discharge
for the purpose of this Act.
Sec. 3. Real and personal property
of every soldier shall be exempt from
tuxatlun In the sum of two thousand
dollars. Said exemption shall apply
to all taxes levied in the year 192u and
nil which may hereafter be levied, hut
the said exemption Bhall not apply to
any property held In trust by any sol-
dier, except to the extent of the legal
beneficial interest of such soldier
therein. In addition to said exemp-
tion said soldiers are hereby exempted
from the payment of road taxes here-
tofore or hereafter levied.
Sec. 4. The County Assessors shall
annually prepare a list of soldiers,
resident in their respective counties,
entitled to said exemption and Bhall
allow said exemptions to the soldiers
for SVfcNENE; SV4NE14 ! NEH
SEK; NHSE14SE14, Section 26, town-
ship 2 S Range 17 W., N. M. P. Meri-
dian has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to estab
ment, the time prescribed by law,
imprisonment at the discretion of the
court, and any or all property con-
veyed with Intent to violate any of
the provisions of this Act shall escheat
to the state upon proper proceedings
therefore.
otherwise the same will be barred.
Dennis E. Bearup, Administrator.
Address, Mogollon, New Mexico, lish claim to the land above describedbefore D. B. Baca, U. S. Commissioner
at Quemado, New Mexico, on the 4thSec. 9. Should any provision of this
day of April 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Candelario Chavez, Manuel Jara- -
Act be declared Invalid by a court,
such act of the court shall not effect
any other provision herein unless so
expressly declared by such court, it
being the intention of the Legislature mlllo, Pedro Chavez and Tomasthe exemption list in his office under Armljo, all of Quemado, New Mexico.
STORIES or
QREAT INDIANS
V Bbne Soon Walton
to give effect to the valid provisions Nemecia Ascarate,
, Register.of this Act regardless of the Invalidityof any other provision.
Sec. 10. That it is necessary for
the preservation of the public peace
and safety of the inhabitants of the
Cyrl(ht, ml, Weilin Nwpr Union.
the name of such person, the amount
of exemption allowed to such person
In said other county. It shall be trie
duty of the assessor of the county in
which such person resides to Issue
such certificate without cost, hut no
such certificate shall be issued to any
person applying therefore until any
like certificate previously Issued to
him shall have been returned to the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONRUNNING ANTELOFE'S VIEWS
OF HONESTY OF AGENTSState of New Mexico, that the provi
sions of this Act shall become effec Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
tive at the earliest possible time, and TN THE spring of 1874, while the1 Seventh cavalry was stationed at
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Feb-
ruary 13, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that Floyd B.
therefore an emergency is hereby deassessor Issuing same as proviuea clared to exist and this Act shall take
SAFETY HONESTY COURTESY SERVICE
THE
RESERVE STATE BANK
effect and be in full force and effect Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. D., a baudof Hunkpapa Sioux from a reservation
herein.
Sec. 6. In each case where exemp
Evans, of Spur l ake, New Mexico,
who on April 13, 1918, made Home
near by came to the fort to ask Gen stead Entry No. 017835, for the Wtt
from and after its passage and ap
proval, if passed by the required two
thirds majority, or failing such ma
tion Is claimed under this Act, If the
assessor has no personal knowledge
that the person claiming same Is the
NWKSWK Sec. 24, T. 4 S., R.
20 W., and on February 26, 1920, madejorlty, at the time otherwise provided
eral Custer for the food which they
much needed. The steamer bringing
the supplies Issued them by the In-
dian department had been frozen in Ice
actual and bona fide owner of the pro additional Homestead Entry, No.by the constitution.
BYRON O. BEALL, 019235, for SWSW&, Section 13,perty upon which the exemption is
claimed, he may require proof of such
whose names appear In said list. Said
list shall be prima facie evidence that
the persons whose names appear
therein are entitled to the exemption
allowed by this Act, subject to the
provision in Section 6 regarding proof
of ownership of the property upon
which such exemption is claimed. Any
whose name Is omitted from said list
may require his name to be Inserted
therein upon presenting proof to the
assessor that he Is entitled to the
granted herein and upon re-
fusal of the assessor to insert his name
in said list, such person may petition
the I'lstrict Court, without cost and,
Township 4 S., Range 2 W N. M. P.Speaker of the House of Representa
ownership and the burden of proof
In the Missouri .river and they had
been compelled to eat their dogs and Meridian, has filed notice of inten-tion to make final three year proof, to
tlves.
Attest: R, M. JACKSON,thereof shall be upon the claimant. ponies to keep from starving.Chief Clerk of the House of Represen establish claim to the land above des-
cribed before T. C. Turk, U. S. Com
Sec. 7. The exemption hereunder
shall apply to all taxes, including road tatives.
JOSE A. BACA,
Having decided to seek aid from the
military, they brought with, them their
greatest orator, Running Antelope
missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,taxes, assessed and levied In the year
1922, upon application to the County on the 4th day of April, 1923.President of the Senate.
Claimant names as witnesses:Treasurer therefore and proof of the (Tahlncasula Inyanke), a
dignified old warrior, to present their
Attest: J. W. GIDDINGS,
Chief Clerk of the Senate. J. P. Nichols, R. G. Binion, Virgil
Bruce and Perry Hedrick, all of SpurApproved by me, this 18th day of cause. Running Antelope described at
Lake, New Mexico.March, 1923.
J. F. HINKLE,
length the distressing condition of the
tribe and denounced their agent, ac Nemecia Ascarate,
, Register.Governor of New Mexico.
When in Need
Of anything in the line of
General Merchandise
cusing all agents of dishonesty.
At this point General Ouster intero
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION8PECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
rupted and asked the Interpreter to
say to the chief that the Great Father
selected only good men for. agents be
OF THE COUNTY COMMIS-
SIONERS OF CATRON CO
NEW MEXICO
Office at Las Cruces, N. M. Febru-
ary 28, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that John F.
fore sending them out from Washing'
ton. When this was explained to Run
Held February 17th 1923. West, of Spur Lake, New Mexico, whoon January 13, 1920, made Homestead
Entry, No. 019246, for NESEtf, NVi
ning Antelope he smiled grimly and,
through the Interpreter, replied : "Well,
they may be good men when they leave
the Great Father, but they get to be
By order of the chairman the board
met this 17th day of February 1923
at 10 o'clock a. m, their being present GIVE US A TRIAL
SESE4, SE14SE14SEK, ESW
SESEK, NWytSWSE4SE, Sec-
tion 2; NENE4NE, NENW
NE14NE& Section 11; NWNW,
d d cheats by the time they reachMr. Emil Kiehne, Chairman; S, us."Kidder, and Ramon Garcia, Abb
Alexander, Sheriff; A. T. Chavez, N&NEKNWtt, NSftNEHNWK,After the council was over,
General
Custer Invited Running Antelope and
his chiefs iuto a dining room of his
County Clerk. T.C. TURK, Reserve, N.JL
The
Socorro State
Bank
Socorro, N. ML
The Bank of Personal Service
First thing In order about the Re
serve State Bank Depository motion quarters for a feast. Dignified and lui
Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
W N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before T. C.
made by Mr. Kidder, and duly Becond presslve as the old chief was while t ted by Mr. Garcia, that the Reserve speaking in a council, he was not so
admirable as a table companion. After Turk, United States Commissioner, at
Reserve, New Mexico, on the 19th day
State Bank, be notified to increase
their bond $15,000.00 more or making
the total of 850,000,00 Bond so as to
fully protect the funds which the
County has now in deposit. The
Clerk presented and application of
of April, 1923.
gorging himself on everything in sight,
he emptied the plates and swept the
remains of the feast from the very
noses of his headmen, into the folds
of his robe. Then he belted it st his
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. H. Boswell, Perry Hedrick,
the Bank of Magdalena as depository Charles Hedrick and R. G. Blnnion,
all of Spur Lake, New Mexico.for Catron County Funds up the
amount of (30,000.00; was read and Nemecia Ascarate,
approved and the same will be named Register.
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE
COMPANY-:-- --:
The Cash Store
a depository upon furnishing the re
quire bond. In accordance with Sec
o
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tion eleven Chapter fifty-seve- n of the
1915 session Laws, that the said Re Department of the Interior, U. S. Landserve State Bank increase its bond
immediately, to the amount of $50, Office at Las Cruces, N.
M. Feb-
ruary 13, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that John
000.00 has order by Board of Finance
of Catron County. P. Nichols, of Spur Lake, New Mexl- -The Board then met as Board of
waist, making a capacious haversack,
grunted hli appreciation of the hos-
pitality and its Iked from the room.
Although Running Antelope had not
learned table manners (according to
white men's lights) la the tepees of
bis fathers, he was first-clas- s fight-
ing man.
The majority of his victims were
members of the Arlkara tribe. Bis
bag of Arlkaras for 1SS6 was ten war-
riors and three' women. His greatest
single feat was the slaying of five
warriors In one day. In the 12 years
which the record covers he confesses,
graphically, to dispatching no less
than 30 of these hereditary foes of the
Sioux, a record of systematic homicide
which doubtless gave him as great a
reputation among his tribesmen for be-
ing a warror as he enjoyed among the
whites as an orator.
who on August 22, 1919 made
Homestead Entry No. 019157 for theCounty commissioners:A petition was presented by twenty WSEttSE; SWKSEK Section 13;
W'AEHNENE4; WV4NEy,NE;eight qualify voters of Spur Lake, N.
RESOURCES OVER
$500,000.
GROCERIES, DRY GOODS, BOOTS AND SHOES,
HARDWARE, TINWARE,FARM IMPLEMENTS
Mex. to name A. W. Wllbank, as Jus ENEKNWNE; SEWNWWNE; WNEV4NW4NE; Wiitlce of the Peace for Precinct No. (6)RESOLUTION:
Be it resolved that we the Board of NW14NE, Section 24, Township 4S., Range 20 W N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to makeCounty Commissioners have this day
named Mr. Wllbank Justice of the
Peace in and for Pet. No. (6) Spur
final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be-
fore T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, MEAT MARKETLake, New Mexico.The Board of County Commls at Reserve, New Mexico, on the 4th
day of April 1923.sioners enter Into and agreement withthe Reserve Garage, Claimant names as witnesses:
F. B. Evans, Virgil Bruce, PerryThe Reserve Garage Is to put up a GASOLINE FILLING STATIONPUBLIC SALEstorage Tank and to fix up the bigtank now on top of the Hill and to Hedrick and R. G. Binion, all of SpurLake, New Mexico.,
keep it in good condition at all times
and to keep auxiliary Tank full at all
Nemecia Ascarate,
173-1- 7 Register.
Reserve Mercantile Co.
Hamilton Brown Shoes
We havt purchased 122,000 pair U.times and that the Pipes must be at Mail Orders Solicited and Promptly FilledSubscribe for the Advocate.least two Inches from the top of thehill to the Court House Building also 8. Army Munion last shoes, sixes Wz
to furnish two sprayers one on each
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIONfloor of the Court House Building to
gether with two fire plugs on the-o- NEW MEXICOMAGDALENA,
to 12, which was the entire surplus
stock of one of the largest U, S.
Government shoe contractors.
side of the building. Catron County Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
to pay the amount of $100.00 per yearNew Stock Ladies' Oxfords Office at Las Cruces, N, M. March1, 1923.
Notice is hereby given that William
Laney, of Luna, N. M who on Jan- -
for water use, also to advance to the
said Reserve Garage the amount of This shot it guaranteed one hundred
percent solid leather, color dark tan,$300.00 to help pay for the repairing
of said water works The Reserve Gar rary 19, 1920, made Homestead Entry
age to pay this amount by giving bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof.
The actual value of this shoe is $6.00.
No. 019003, for Homestead Entry Sur-
vey, No. 370, containing 53.22 acres, in
Section 28; WHNEWNWK, NE
NEKNW, NftNWttNEW, Section
contract to furnish the water to Cat-
ron County for the term of three
years. Beginning on the first day of Owing to this tremendous buy ws can Township 5 S., Range 19 W., N. M.April, 1923. The Clerk was ordered
The Reserve Garage
General Repairing, Lathe Work
Oxy-Acetyle- ne Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others
to Issue a Warrant out of the General offer sam to the publio at $2.85.
Endicott-Johnso- n shoes
Silk and wool hose
Outing flannels
Sweaters
.
Winter clothing i
Creamery butter
Fresh cheese
Honeydew mellons
and
Other perishable goods
P. Meridian, the whole containing
103.22 acres, has filed notice of Inten-
tion to make final three year proof, to
Fund for the amount of $300.00, pay-
able to The Reserve Garage. Send correct size. Pay postmsn on
Tho Board of County Commissioners
issued warrants out of the Road Fund
the amount of $11,627.57 and out of the
delivery or isnd money order. If shoes
are not as represented we will cheer
EVERY JOB GUARANTEEDfully refund your money promptly up-
on request.
establish claim to the land above des-
cribed, before T. C. Turk, U. S. Com-
missioner, at Reserve, New Mexico,
on the 2nd day of May, 1923.
Claimant names aS witnesses:
Jas. M. Swapp, Robert J. Howell,
J. F. Russell and H. A. Wilcox, all of
Luna, New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate,
General Fund the amount of $1,246.00
The Board then adjourned until the
next regular meeting or subject to the
call of the Chairman.
Signed Emll Kiehne,
Chairman.
Attested:
A. T. Chavez,
County Clerk.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION NATIONAL BAY STATE SHOE CO.
Phone No. 3.
A G. HILL, Manager296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
tf
Register.
